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Abstract 
Existing methods for performance and activity monitoring of court-based wheelchair sports 
such as wheelchair rugby during actual matches have their limitations. They either require too 
much manual efforts or they gather insufficient information. Inertia sensors have the ability to 
measure substantial amounts of movement data but there is no known method to decipher 
that huge amount of data for quantifying activity or performance.  
Based on literature, Fractal dimensions have been applied to signals of physical parameters 
measured as a time series in the field of sports, biomedical and manufacturing. In all these 
cases Fractal dimensions of the time-based signals were able to identify different states or 
conditions accurately. There are several methods of determining Fractal dimensions and for this 
study, two were narrowed down – one based on Renyi’s generalized dimension (S0) and the 
other based on Hausdorff dimension (DH). 
A feasibility study was first conducted to investigate the Fractal dimensions of forward 
accelerations during manual wheelchair pushing using the two methods. The outcome showed 
that generally higher Fractal dimension values were linked to higher push amplitudes and 
frequencies or a higher activeness level. It was identified that S0 related to energy released to 
the environment while DH showed a connection with activity level. 
This was then taken further by capturing forward/backward accelerations of wheelchairs during 
actual wheelchair rugby matches. S0 and DH were calculated from the acceleration data, and 
four methods were developed using S0 and DH values to identify and quantify activity and 
performance of the wheelchair rugby athletes. Those methods include cumulative plots of S0 
and DH; a Decision template formed using a 2D plot of S0 against DH, and Activities Ranking that 
is also based on the 2D plot.  
After the basic process of the methods was developed, steps were taken to optimize the values 
of S0 and DH such that they are optimal for the identification and quantification outcome of 
wheelchair rugby activities. The factors that influence S0 and DH values include parameters of 
the inertia sensing device (sensor resolution and sampling rate), running average window width 
and amplitude multiplier for calculating DH.  
In the end, although the number of athletes that were tested was small, the analysis outcome 
supported results from previous studies where athletes of higher functional classifications 
showed higher performance. The analysis of activity ranking which had an accuracy of 95% also 
highlighted that difference in activities between the athletes related highly with their functional 
classifications and their role or position in the team. The results of the analysis proved to be 
relevant for coaching, planning matches and even for talent identification. 
2 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Performance and activity monitoring on the field as opposed to the laboratory is becoming 
increasingly popular in various elite sports. Sport engineers and scientists have recognized that 
as much as ergometers and treadmills can simulate sports movements, there are still 
limitations to what can be simulated and analyzed, especially elements of the competitive 
environment. In order to capture the athlete’s movement data on the field, coaches and sport 
scientists have turned to using video technology coupled with software tools, inertial sensors, 
GPS, and customized wireless measuring equipment. A number of wheelchair sports have also 
adopted some of the available technologies and software tools for capturing match data 
(wheelchair rugby and basketball) or race performance (wheelchair racing). However, literature 
has shown that the methods used for quantifying performance or activities - such as manual 
tagging of game play from video footage or the use of manual score sheets (Morgulec-
Adamowicz et al., 2010), are highly time consuming and labor intensive. Although there has 
been reported the use of a miniaturized data logger in wheelchair rugby and basketball 
matches (Sporner et al., 2009), the data collected were only limited to average distance 
covered and speed and number of starts and stops.  
With the application of inertial sensors in sports becoming more and more common, it is 
surprising to see that little has been established in the field of wheelchair sports. A typical 
inertial sensor or inertial measurement unit (IMU) contains a tri-axial accelerometer, a tri-axial 
gyroscope and a magnetometer. There are several commercial IMUs in the market developed 
for navigation, sports, rehabilitation and because they come with specially designed firmware 
and software, their cost is typically quite high. The good news is that a lot of smart phones and 
similar devices are also embedded with low cost inertial sensors for gaming and screen 
orientation purposes. One such device is the iPod Touch (4th gen), which houses a tri-axial solid 
state accelerometer and tri-axial solid state gyroscope. A study into how an inertial sensor can 
be applied to measurement of wheelchair movements reveals that there are three practical 
ways it can be achieved. Firstly, when mounted onto a wheelchair frame, it allows 
measurements of accelerations and turning velocities of the wheelchair athlete system. 
Secondly when mounted on a wheel of a wheelchair, it measures angular velocities of the 
pushed wheel and gives insight to the push and recovery segments of the athlete. Lastly, it can 
be mounted on the athlete to measure movements of the athlete’s body segments. These 
would be useful when measuring performance of certain drills or for a short period of time.  
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In terms of match analysis, such specific movement data is not relevant to the coach who wants 
to know what activities led to a score or prevented the opponent from scoring. The measured 
data should be useful for performance analysis of an athlete or the whole team over the 
duration of each match; it should also be useful for classification of activities and also act as 
additional input for talent identification (TID) or even selecting players for the final team. A 
further analysis of what could be determined from forward acceleration signals of a wheelchair 
athlete system would lead to the exploration of fractal analysis. 
Fractals are self-similar patterns, that when broken into smaller parts are still the same as the 
original pattern. The fractal dimension is then the measurement or characterization of a fractal; 
it is a measure of how complex a self-similar pattern is. However computation of fractal 
dimensions can also be applied to patterns or objects that are not truly self-similar. Fractal 
analysis has been applied in fields such as medical imaging, roughness, acoustics, sports 
performance analysis, as well as EEG, ECG, and biomedical signals in general. Fractal dimensions 
determined in each case helped to categorize parameters that cannot be achieved simply with 
conventional measurement tools. There are different methods of determining fractal 
dimensions of a time-based signal. They are mostly modified based on the mathematical 
definition of fractal dimension by Felix Hausdorff and later Benoit Mandelbrot (Mandelbrot, 
1982); and although the fractal dimension values of the same signal, derived using different 
methods may not be equivalent to each other, they display similar trends. The bottom line is 
that the derived fractal dimensions characterize the signals in a way that provides more insight. 
This means that the acceleration-time signal from a wheelchair rugby match could potentially 
be characterized by fractal dimensions. 
Although there have been studies that compared the various methods of deriving fractal 
dimensions, it is necessary to optimize either one of the methods for the application for 
wheelchair rugby match analysis. As the quality of the acceleration-time signal is dependent on 
the inertial sensor, it will be sensible to test and select a suitable sensor device with optimum 
measurement range, sensor resolution and sampling rate. All these factors could affect the 
acceleration-time signal and thereby the fractal dimensions calculated.  
Then last but not least, it is important to understand the game of wheelchair rugby before 
trying to run a performance analysis with fractals. In sport climbing (Fuss and Niegl, 2009), it 
was essential to understand the level of technical difficulty in different walls, and recognize the 
level of experience among the athletes before an advanced performance analysis using fractals 
can be achieved. Likewise, it is essential to know the different roles of players in the different 
classes and the type of movements involved. This information can be gathered from observing 
the games, and having discussions with the coach and athletes. Understanding that will shed 
some light to what the fractal dimensions represent. 
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1.2 Objective and Research Questions 
The main objective of this research was to explore the application of fractal dimensions to 
analyze wheelchair rugby match activity and performance. In order to achieve this, the 
following principal research questions were formulated: 
1. Do Fractal Dimensions of wheelchair acceleration signals correlate with the expected 
performance? 
2. What are the key actions of wheelchair rugby athletes on the court and how can they be 
identified from acceleration signals? 
3. How can these actions be classified with Fractal Dimensions? 
4. How can performance be measured with Fractal Dimensions? 
5. What is the sensitivity of Fractal Dimensions with respect to Window Width and 
Classification Boundaries? 
6. How can Fractal Dimensions be optimized for clearer classification? 
7. What is the relationship between Fractal Dimension parameters and level of disability? 
1.3 Scope 
The scope of this research includes: 
 Basic understanding of wheelchair rugby performance and activity (Research question 1) 
 Inertia sensors and their applications, especially for wheelchair sports (Research 
question 1) 
 Investigation of fractal analysis methods (Research question 3) 
 Correlating fractal dimensions (of acceleration signal) and manual wheelchair pushing 
(Research question 3 & 4) 
 Optimising the methods for deriving fractal dimensions that is applicable to wheelchair 
rugby acelerations (Research question 5 & 6) 
 Validating the advanced performance analysis of wheelchair rugby using fractal 
dimensions (Research question 7). 
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The rest of this thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2 (Literature review), a brief history of 
wheelchair sports is introduced that leads to a simple explanation of performance, followed 
with a review of current technologies and methods used for assessing performance in court-
based wheelchair sports. Also a discussion on fractal dimensions, some applications in time-
based signals and a comparison of the methods used for obtaining it. It ends off with the 
formulation of a plan to classify activity and quantify performance using two methods of 
deriving dimension based on Hausdorff dimension and probability distributions. 
Then Chapter 3 (Push Patterns and Fractal Dimensions) sees the initial feasibility study of 
applying fractal dimensions on manual wheelchair push pattern accelerations. Two methods of 
calculating fractal dimensions will be described in more detail. They were then applied together 
with manually counting of push frequencies and peak acceleration amplitudes. The outcome of 
the feasibility study was a lead up to activity identification using a two-dimensional (2D) 
mapping method capitalising on the two fractal dimensions, S0 and DH. 
Chapter 4 discusses the different ways that S0 and DH can be applied for analysing performance 
and activities of wheelchair rugby athletes during a match. From using a running 
average/sliding window to calculate S0 and DH, and generating cumulative plots from 
probability density curves, to match activity identification, Decision Templates and Pie Charts; 
the various methods will be discussed and they all have input parameters that require 
optimisation. 
Chapter 5 then describes and goes through the steps and rationale for optimising each input 
parameter such that the S0 and DH values are optimised for wheelchair rugby match analysis. 
The optimisation includes sensor selection, bin size selection, sampling rate selection, window 
width size selection and amplitude multiplier selection. 
After the input parameters are optimised, the match analysis methods are applied to match  
data (forward/backward acceleration) of five different wheelchair rugby athletes who 
participated in six different wheelchair rugby matches. Chapter 6 presents the results and 
outcome of all the methods mentioned in earlier chapters. The bulk of graphs and data plots 
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will be found here and these will give a clearer picture of how the activities and performance of 
different athletes vary. 
Chapter 7 will examine the implication of sensor selection and fractal dimensions. Since the 
experiment was completed with athletes from three different classifications, there will also be 
an anlysis of how wheelcair rugby activity, performance and disability classifications correlate 
with each other. 
Lastly in Chapter 8, there wil be some comments on how this research could be further 
improved plus recommendations for future developments whether its to implement the 
algorithms directly in smart phones or to apply the classification method in other areas such as 
monitoring health or performance of other sports. 
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2. Literature review 
2.1 Overview 
This chapter aims to give a comprehensive overview of the existing body of knowledge relating 
to the research problem. It first looks at the background of wheelchair sports and provides a 
broad view of wheelchair sports performance. Then it will cover the existing tools and 
technology used to measure activity and performance of wheelchair athletes. This leads to a 
discussion of inertial sensors, and how they have been applied in wheelchair sports to gather 
various movement data. It then moves towards Fractal analysis – the background and main 
ideas about Fractal dimensions, followed by the various applications of fractal analysis in the 
fields of medical, engineering and sports. Lastly different methods for deriving fractal 
dimensions are reviewed. 
2.2 Background of wheelchair sports 
Wheelchair sports were first created as a form of therapy for people with spinal injuries in 
Stoke Mandeville Hospital, England between 1944 and 1948 after World War 2. Neurosurgeon 
Sir Ludwig Guttmann began work at Stoke Mandeville Spinal Injuries Unit in 1944. He was 
opposed to the idea that soldiers with spinal cord injuries could not be treated and should 
therefore be ignored or abandoned. Against many odds, Sir Ludwig looked for ways to bring the 
ex-soldiers in his care back to society. He soon realized that organized sports could work 
wonders in motivating patients to exercise and could encourage them to make the most of 
their remaining physical abilities. Sports became mandatory and it was made part of their 
treatment, like taking medicine or doing physiotherapy. Sir Ludwig believed that this new 
program of treatment could not only prolong life by keeping the patients active, but it also 
helped them overcome psychological barriers and boosted confidence to become reintegrated  
into society. 
Sir Ludwig introduced a few games, starting with darts, archery, snooker and table tennis, but 
then soon followed up with team sports like wheelchair polo and basketball. On 28 July 1948, 
he organized the first competition for wheelchair athletes, which he named the Stoke 
Mandeville Games. This event subsequently became a yearly affair and was eventually turned 
into an international game in 1952 when a Dutch team of competitors joined in. In 1960 it 
became officially recognized as the 9th Annual International Stoke Mandeville Games and was 
held immediately after the Olympic Games in Rome, Italy. The event used the same venues and 
format as the Olympic event and included 400 athletes, who were mainly wheelchair athletes. 
As of 2012, there were28Paralympics sports including the following eight wheelchair sports: 
 Athletics (Track and marathon racing) 
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 Table tennis (Sitting) 
 Wheelchair basketball 
 Wheelchair fencing 
 Wheelchair rugby 
 Wheelchair tennis 
 Wheelchair curling (Winter sport) 
 Wheelchair dance sport 
Of these wheelchair sports, Athletics or Wheelchair Racing, Wheelchair Basketball, Wheelchair 
Rugby and Wheelchair Tennis require relatively greater amounts of manual pushing during 
competition than the rest. These four wheelchair sports are typically grouped into two 
categories: track or road-based sport (for wheelchair racing) and court-based, which is used to 
describe the other three wheelchair sports. For wheelchair racing, the emphasis is to complete 
a specified distance at the shortest amount of time. Two well-known performance parameters 
noted by sports scientists were (maximum) speed and stroke cycle characteristics (Chow and 
Chae, 2007). 
For court based wheelchair sports such as wheelchair rugby, the aim of the game is to score by 
bringing the ball across the opponent’s goal line and to prevent the opponents from doing 
likewise. Therefore it makes sense for athletes to want to move faster (accelerate) than their 
opponents to outrun them and maneuver faster to avoid being blocked. This was substantiated 
in a study by Usma-Alvarez et al. (2010b) who found that the two parameters rated highest by 
elite high and mid-pointer wheelchair rugby athletes were acceleration from stand still and 
maneuverability. On the other hand, low-pointer athletes in the same study rated accuracy of 
wheelchair movement as most important for them. So in terms of wheelchair design and 
personal performance, athletes have different requirements based on their classification.  
An interview with the Australian wheelchair rugby team coach, Brad Dubberley, also revealed 
that because athletes of a different classification have different roles, higher accelerations and 
velocities does not always indicate higher performance (Dubberley, 2010).For example, when a 
high-pointer(or mid-pointer)has high forward accelerations, outruns opponents and score, it 
indicates a successful performance outcome; whereas when a low-pointer blocks opponents 
successfully and prevents them from scoring, that also indicates a successful performance even 
though acceleration values were low. So in terms of match analysis, purely looking at 
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accelerations and velocities is not sufficient but rather knowing what game play happened or 
what activities the athletes did individually and as a team. 
Therefore like any other team sport, performance of a wheelchair rugby athlete can consist of 
individual components- acceleration, maneuverability and movement accuracy; and team 
components – how the individual components work together to score a point for the team. 
Methods for measuring both of these components will be discussed in the subsequent sections. 
2.3 Measuring performance 
Generally, understanding the performance capability of each athlete can help coaches to plan 
more effective training techniques to improve their weaknesses. It also helps the coach to 
identify the individual strengths of different athletes and ultimately provide a basis for selecting 
the team for actual competitions. Measuring and analyzing specific performance parameters of 
each athlete could also aid in individual tuning of the wheelchair-user interface (Sasaki et al., 
2008, Usma-Alvarez et al., 2010b). 
Methods in the Lab 
Laboratory based equipment such as stationary wheelchair ergometers when instrumented 
with multiple force sensors can be used to measure forces on the seat, backrest and wheels 
when the athlete is pushing (Niesing et al., 1990, Devillard et al., 2001, Sasaki et al., 2008, 
Gonzalez-Quijano et al., 2008). The advantage of these ergometers is that they can be used 
concurrently with other physiological measuring instruments or high speed cameras to study 
the athletes’ performance and techniques. However, the disadvantage is that ergometers still 
fall short of simulating certain conditions during actual court performance such as inertial 
forces caused by accelerations and decelerations of the trunk and arms, center of gravity shifts 
or changes in air resistance, which affects rolling resistance (Vanlandewijck et al., 1994, 
Vanlandewijck et al., 2001). More importantly stationary laboratory ergometers do not 
measure performance in the actual competitive environment (Veeger et al., 1992), and 
movements other than forward pushing. 
In order to better simulate real life conditions, instrumented wheel systems (IWS) were 
developed, to measure either 2D or 3D push rim kinetics during wheelchair propulsion.Asato et 
al. (1993)designed and tested a mobile system (SMARTWheel) for measuring manual 
wheelchair propulsion dynamics. The main mechanical component is a modified Quickie mag 
wheel with three aluminum beams mounted 120° apart and instrumented with strain gages. 
Strain gage measurements were used to determine tri-axial forces and moments. Based on the 
SMARTWheel, a method was established for determining forces and moments on a push rim 
including radial and tangential forces (Cooper et al., 1997). Wu et al. (1998)designed and 
validated an IWS that consisted of a six-component load cell, a hand-rim unit, a wheel and a 
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data logger. The load cell they selected had measurement ranges comparable to the forces and 
moments reported by the SMARTWheel. Similar concepts to Wu et al were designed employing 
load cells with six degrees of freedom on the rear wheels(Dabonneville et al., 2005, 
Mallakzadeh and Sassani, 2007). 
The advantage of these instrumented wheel systems is that they enable detailed analysis of 
wheelchair propulsion biomechanics in real life conditions. Commercially available products 
such as the SMARTWheel and the OptiPush (Max Mobility, Antioch TN U.S.A.), could even be 
mounted onto different wheelchairs allowing propulsion analysis to be performed on each 
individual’s wheelchairs. However, the weight of these instrumented wheels are quite 
considerable (1kg or more) and will have an adverse effect on a wheelchair athletes 
performance especially in a sprint test(Fuss, 2009).Moreover these instrumented wheels only 
work with a push rim or hand-rim but most rugby and basketball wheelchairs do not have a 
separate push rim. If the athletes are accustomed to pushing the wheel (instead of a push rim) 
during training and competitions, performing tests that require them to do otherwise will not 
be an accurate reflection of their performance. On top of that, these delicate and costly devices 
will not stand the frequent high impact collisions in wheelchair rugby. Summing it up, 
instrumented wheels are more suitable for controlled environment testing and will not be 
suitable for monitoring activity or performance during a match. 
The following section will look at mobile sensors and technologies that allow measuring 
performance of wheelchair sports on the court. 
 
Figure 2.1 Illustration of the SMARTwheel(Cooper et al., 1997) 
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Methods on the track/court 
Instrumenting the rear wheel 
A common instrumentation method was to measure the rotation of the rear wheel. One of the 
earliest recorded methods was a portable computer with a magnetic reed switch and two 
magnets placed 180º apart on one of the rear wheels(Coutts, 1991). However, it could only 
sense and record the time of each half revolution of the rear wheel. So any movements of an 
athlete doing less than half a turn on a rear wheel would not be measured, which means no 
instantaneous velocity or acceleration measurements could be made.Moss et al. (2003) 
developed a telemetry-based velocimeter to measure changes in wheelchair velocity during 
over-ground manual wheelchair propulsion (Figure 2.2). A disadvantage of such a setup is that 
there are several customizations required for different types of wheelchairs including the Nylon 
clamping that has to fit the diameter of the wheelchair frame and the Perspex disc which has to 
fit the inside surface of the spoke wheel. Improper mounting of any component may hinder 
proper calibration and possibly produce inaccurate measurements. 
 
Figure 2.2 Telemetry based velocimeter (Moss et al, 2003) 
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Figure 2.3 – Ferrite motor velocimeter (Fuss, 2009, Fuss and Ow, 2008a, Fuss and Ow, 2008b) 
Fuss (2009)developed an instrumentation method similar to Moss’ velocimeter except he used 
a ferrite motor instead of an optical encoder. The motor’s back EMF is measured and stored by 
a data logger. Sporner et al. (2009)used a miniaturized data logger to collect data of wheelchair 
rugby and basketball players including distance traveled, average velocity, activity time and 
number of starts and stops during rugby and basketball games. This could be considered an 
improvement of Coutt’s magnetic reed switch method because there were three magnetic reed 
switches mounted 120º apart instead of two(Tolerico et al., 2007). The main advantage of the 
device is its size and method of mounting, which would not interfere with propulsion and game 
activity. However it will still not be suitable for measuring instantaneous velocity, accelerations 
or even identifying specific activities. 
 
Figure 2.4 - Miniature data logger (Sporner et al, 2009) 
Instrumenting the frame 
Vaslin and Dabonneville (2000)used a 3D accelerometer (Analog devices: ADXL05EM-3, range: 
±5g) for kinetic analysis of a basketball wheelchair propulsion. The sensor was fixed under the 
seat on the basketball wheelchair frame. They noted the difficulty in precise positioning of the 
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accelerometer for accurate measurements. To counter that, they added two corrections to 
their measurements to correct the alignment of the accelerometer position and any drift in the 
acceleration data. Although the sensor was not wireless and it has to be connected to an A/D 
conversion card slotted in a PC, it provides a basis for acceleration measurements using 
wireless accelerometers. 
Instrumenting the athlete 
An Electrogoniometer was used to measure the angles of elbow flexion/extension of a 
wheelchair racing athlete and angular velocity was obtained by differentiating angular 
displacement data (Susanto et al., 2007). This could be applicable for wheelchair racing where 
the athlete’s arms are in a repetitive motion. However in wheelchair rugby, basketball or tennis, 
the athletes’ arms are also flexing when throwing or hitting the ball, therefore this method will 
only be ideal for wheelchair racing. 
Instrumenting the track/court 
Video analysis is another popular method used in sports performance analysis.Chow and Chae 
(2007)performed a kinematic analysis of the 100 meters wheelchair race using two S-VHS 
camcorders (Panasonic AG455, 60 fields/s) and a Peak5 motion measurement system to extract 
coordinate data from the video recordings. This method required an elaborate setup on a 
straight 100m racing track where forty-two background markers were placed at 5m intervals 
along two lanes of the track. This might be suitable for straight line wheelchair racing but not 
for court-based wheelchair sports where the athletes’ movement is all over the court and not in 
a straight line. A computer-vision-based software application (SAGIT/TENNIS tracking system) 
was developed to obtain automatically the athletes’ motion data from digitized video 
recordings of their wheelchair tennis matches(Filipcic and Filipcic, 2009). Their focus was 
analyzing when the players were active and the time spent on each particular region on the 
court. Sarro et al. (2010a) analyzed the dynamics of elite wheelchair rugby players during a 
high-level competitive match using two Basler cameras (4-12mm 1:1.2 ½ CCTV), and a purpose-
built interface (DVideo, Campinas, Brazil). The tracking method was based on an image-
processing technique that was also applied to characterize soccer players’ performance. 
Although it was meant to be automatic tracking, due to high amount of obstructed views, most 
of the tracking was performed manually by the operator with a mouse. So automated video 
analysis would seem plausible for wheelchair tennis where it is just one player on each side of 
the court but not with 8 athletes moving all over an indoor court in wheelchair rugby. For a 
video system to be able to track movement of wheelchair rugby players, it might require 
multiple cameras (more than 2) set up around the court, synchronized and have a processor 
capable of managing that huge amount of images. Still, a common drawback of the video 
analysis method is that they only measure average velocity and in some cases average distance 
covered which does not reveal much about the types of activity or performance. 
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Since wheelchair rugby and basketball and sometimes tennis are played indoors, it is not 
possible to use the global positioning system (GPS) to track athletes’ positions and analyze 
performance. An indoor wireless tracking system was developed so that movements of athletes 
on an indoor court could be monitored(Hedley et al., 2010). The system consists of 12 anchor 
nodes placed in an indoor court forming a network and mobile nodes, which can be placed on 
each wheelchair. The advantage of this system is that it can provide accurate location 
information for each athlete and further analysis of that data could give more specific 
parameters such as acceleration profiles and coordination between players. However, setting 
up the system can be rather complex; optimum positioning of all the anchor nodes is required 
to reduce multipath problems, which affects tracking accuracy. Last but not least, this system 
will definitely be very costly. 
2.4 Inertial sensors and court-based wheelchair sports 
Inertial sensors or inertial measurement units (IMU) typically consist of either one or a 
combination of the following micro electro-mechanical system (MEMS) sensors: accelerometers, 
rate gyroscopes, magnetometers and Global Positioning System (GPS) modules. They could 
measure acceleration, tilt, shock, vibration, rotation, location and direction. These sensors have 
reduced tremendously in size and cost over the past couple of years. This means they could be 
more easily deployed on athletes or on their equipment, allowing their movements and 
performance to be measured in the field.  
The way that kinematic data is collected using inertial sensors is more or less the same as in 
sports activities for athletes without disabilities. Some useful points to note based on previous 
application of inertial sensors in sports are:  
i. Basic understanding of the sports specific movements (King et al., 2008, King et al., 2010)  
ii. Complying to rules of the sport when trying to embed sensors to the equipment 
especially for use in competitions (Fuss, 2008). 
iii. Proper packaging of the inertial sensor is required depending on the test environment 
(e.g. water or high impact) (James et al., 2004).  
iv. Knowing the range of sensor measurement and whether it is sufficient for the 
application (Gaffney et al., 2009).  
v. Identification of performance indicators (parts of the sensor signals that correlate with, 
and represent performance) (Fuss, 2008). 
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vi. Capturing video footage can be useful for correlating movement and synchronizing 
multiple sensors (Cheng and Hailes, 2008). 
vii. Use of GPS as a monitoring device is highly dependent on strong satellite signals and 
may not be suitable for high accuracy tracking and definitely not for indoor sports 
(Janssen and Sachlikidis, 2010). 
Taking these points into consideration for court-based wheelchair sports and wheelchair rugby 
in particular, we find that use of GPS is out since wheelchair rugby is played indoors. Video 
footage is definitely worth taking especially with sound so that impacts between the wheelchair 
athletes can be identified.  With regards to measurement range, the average velocity of 
wheelchair rugby players during a match is 1.5m/s (Sarro et al., 2010a) and the average 
acceleration is around 3.3m/s2 (Usma-Alvarez et al., 2011). These values are well within the 
measurement range of most IMUs. Although wheelchair rugby is a high impact sport, an inertial 
sensor can be mounted such a way that it is safe from direct impacts. So a simple protective 
case for added ease of mind will be sufficient. The main movement of wheelchair rugby is 
wheelchair propulsion - fast accelerations and maneuvering, and secondary movements include 
trunk and arm movements for ball plays.  
There are three possible mounting locations for inertial sensors on a wheelchair athlete system 
for measuring kinematic performance parameters. Firstly, the inertial sensors could be worn on 
a wheelchair athlete to measure his/her biomechanics during wheelchair propulsion. Hooke et 
al. (2009) employed a fusion motion capturing system (XSENS Technologies, NL) consisting of 
four inertial sensors to measure the kinematics of the right arm during wheelchair propulsion. 
They found it comparable to a marker and camera-based motion capturing system. If more 
inertial sensors were deployed on a wheelchair rugby athlete to capture the motion of the 
upper body, activities other than wheelchair propulsion, such as ball handling and reaching out 
to block opponents could be measured and analyzed. However wearing the sensors together 
with a suit like the one shown in Figure 2.5 may to some extent inhibit a wheelchair rugby 
athlete’s movement. 
 
Figure 2.5 - XSens3D Kinematic Measurement System 
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Secondly there are the rear wheels where an inertial sensor with gyroscopes can be used to 
measure the rotational or angular velocity. Then with the diameter of the wheel, the linear 
velocity of the wheelchair can be calculated. Xu et al. (2010) developed a velocity and position 
measurement system employing two inertial sensor modules (Minimax, Catapult Sports, South 
Melbourne, Australia), one mounted on each rear wheel of a rugby wheelchair. GPS positioning 
data and an extended Kalman filter was incorporated into the angular velocity data to improve 
the overall accuracy of both velocity and position. However, since most court-based wheelchair 
sports are played indoors, this system is inappropriate. Pansiot et al. (2011) tested and 
compared two measurement options; one was using two sensors - one tri-axial gyroscope on 
each wheel, and the other was using one sensor - a combination of a tri-axial gyroscope and a 
2D accelerometer on one wheel. They concluded that the option of two sensors performed 
more consistently, while the one sensor option performed slightly worse when the wheelchair 
turned in one direction – where the wheel with the sensor was nearer the center of rotation.  
Thirdly, inertial sensors can be mounted on the frame of the wheelchair. Assuming the inertial 
sensor is mounted flat and aligned to the forward-backwards motion of the wheelchair athlete, 
it can measure acceleration in three directions and the turning velocity of the wheelchair. 
Usma-Alvarez et al. (2010a) also used the Minimax mounted on the front of a rugby wheelchair 
to measure turning speeds and forward accelerations of the wheelchair during an agility test. 
Based on those measurements, they were able to determine turning radii and tangential 
velocity of each turn, and developed a feasible way of assessing turning performance and 
technique of wheelchair rugby athletes. 
Multiple inertial sensors could be mounted at different locations on the wheelchair to increase 
accuracy of kinematic measurements of wheelchair athletes on the court. For example, having 
inertial sensors on each wheel will enable calculation of turning speed of the wheelchair, but 
wheel slippages can affect the accuracy of the data; so mounting another inertial sensor on the 
wheelchair frame will provide additional turning speed data, and additional acceleration data 
for identifying impacts. By analyzing a combination of the sensors data, various athletes’ 
activities could be identified for each match. However, this means managing and processing a 
lot more data points, synchronizing data from the different sensors and if the data is streamed 
real-time and wirelessly, a greater bandwidth will be required.  
In terms of quantifying performance, wheelchair rugby which is considered a non-rhythmic type 
of activity, cannot adopt the same methods used for rhythmic activities such as walking, 
swimming and running. For rhythmic activities, stroke frequencies do not significantly change 
over time, so performance can be quantified by identifying individual strokes, locating the 
stroke peaks, counting the strokes, and measuring the amplitude and time between strokes 
(Davey et al., 2008).For non-rhythmic activities, cumulative activity analysis might be more 
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appropriate as it is based on mean accelerometer counts per minute and allows for semi-
qualitative assessment. For example: using accelerometers to measure physical activity in 
young children, and classifying them into five categories - sedentary, light, moderate, 
moderate-to-vigorous, and vigorous activity (Dencker et al., 2010). Or just monitoring 
moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) (Wickel et al., 2009, Tanaka and Tanaka, 2009). 
This further reinforces the point made by the Australian wheelchair rugby coach about activity 
recognition being more important than quantifying speed and acceleration for match 
performance analysis. 
An alternative to quantifying performance through calculating mean accelerometer counts per 
minute is fractal analysis of acceleration data. Fractal geometry of signals has been applied 
extensively for electric activity analysis of EEG signals (Kulish et al., 2006, Bojic et al., 2010, 
Weiss et al., 2009, Paramanathan and Uthayakumar, 2008, Phothisonothai and Nakagawa, 
2008). Fractal analysis was also applied on force-time data from sport climbing and showed a 
strong correlation between fractal dimension and conventional performance parameters (Fuss 
and Niegl, 2009). These will be discussed further in the subsequent sections.  
In summary, there are several options of deploying inertial sensors for measuring kinematic 
parameters in court-based wheelchair sports. The only downside is that commercially available 
inertial sensors come with a costly price tag. On the other hand, portable devices like the 
iPhone and iPod which are equipped with MEMS sensors, easily programmable, and has 
wireless capabilities, have become a very viable and economical alternative(McNab et al., 2011). 
Although placing more inertial sensors could provide more detailed movement data, this will 
only make sense if specific movements or drills are being analyzed (Usma-Alvarez et al., 2010a). 
In order to quantify performance during a wheelchair rugby match, applying fractal analysis on 
the acceleration data collected using inertial sensors might be a more feasible option. However 
there are several methods of deriving fractal dimensions and this will be discussed in the 
subsequent sections. 
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Table 2.1 – Summary of mobile sensors and technologies in published research 
Author (main) Year Mobile sensors & technologies Mounting location(s) 
Vaslin Ph 2000 3D accelerometer (wired) Frame 
Moss A.D 2003 Telemetry based velocimeter Rear wheel and frame 
Susanto A.P. 2007 Electrogoniometer Athlete 
Fuss F.K. 2008a,b 
& 2009 
Ferrite motor velocimeter Rear wheel and frame 
Sporner M.L. 2009 Miniature data logger Rear wheel 
Filipcic T 2009 Camera with computer-vision-
based software 
Court 
Hooke A.W. 2009 XSENS (wearable inertial sensors) Athlete 
Sarro K 2010 Camera with image processing 
software 
Court 
Hedley M 2010 Indoor wireless tracking system Frame and court 
Usma-Alvarez C 2010 Minimax (inertial sensor) Frame 
Chua JJC 2010 iPhone 3GS Frame 
Pansiot J. 2011 Wheelchair inertial sensors Rear wheel and 
Frame 
Chua JJC 2011 Wireless Gyroscope Sensor Rear wheel 
Fuss F.K. 2012 iPod 4G Frame 
 
2.5 Fractal dimensions 
Fractal analysis has had a diverse implication in mathematics, sciences and even economics. 
This section will focus on a few key concepts that are widely recognized and will be applied for 
the rest of this report. Fractals can be described as self-similar patterns, such that a smaller 
section of the pattern is exactly the same as the original pattern but just at a different scale. Or 
it can be described as a complex pattern repeating itself indefinitely or irregularly. Although 
there is no strict definition, the main idea is that a fractal has no characteristic length (Takayasu, 
1990).  
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Hausdorff dimension 
It was in 1919 when Felix Hausdorff coined the term of non-integer dimensions (“gebrochene 
Dimension”)(Hausdorff, 1919), to quantify irregular curves and surface profiles. It is defined as 
the most efficient covering of irregular curves and surface profiles, usually approximated by 
boxes or circles or yardsticks. In such a method, an irregular curve is covered by N number of 
either boxes of size r, circles of radius r, or rulers of length r. 
         
    
     ⁄
       (1) 
Interestingly in a completely non-related event, Richardson (1961) in his quest to study the 
causes of wars between countries, at one stage started to explore the lengths of land frontiers 
or seacoasts and how it might relate to wars. He tried to measure the coast of Britain by using a 
ruler of fixed length, r, and noted that as the length of the ruler decreased, the overall length of 
the coast, L(r), increased. He did that for several other coasts and land frontiers and found out 
that when the logarithms of the two variables were plotted against one another, a linear 
relationship could be drawn from them such that: 
 ( )               (2) 
where α is the gradient of the linear logarithm plot and c is a constant. Richardson noted that 
the more irregular the frontier or coast looked, the higher the value of α. But he did not pursue 
further than that. 
 
Figure 2.6 - Measuring the coast of Britain with varying sizes of rulers (Wahl et al., 1994). 
Mandelbrot (1967) however recognized that Richardson’s method is related to fractal 
dimensions and replaced the“–α”with“(1-D)”, where D is a constant with minimum value of 
1.Then looking at Richardson’s data: for a frontier that looks straight on the map, D (Fractal 
Dimension) will be equal to 1; and for the coast of Britain, D equals to 1.25. This then will 
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coincide with the idea that a straight line has a dimension of 1 and an area has a dimension of 
2, and D would be the fractal dimension where the higher the irregularity of the coasts or 
frontier, the higher the value of D. 
So rewriting Equation (2) with L(r) = Nr: 
   (
 
 
)         (3) 
and adding logarithm into the equation: 
              
 
 
      (4) 
where      is the y-intercept and D is the gradient when plotting     against    
 
 
. 
 
Figure 2.7 - Logarithmic plots based on Richardson’s measurements of Britain’s coast. Left: 
Richardson’s equation using α; Right: Mandelbrot’s equation using D. 
Then rewriting Equation (4): 
    
     ⁄
 
    
     ⁄
         (5) 
where 
    
     ⁄
 can be plotted against      ⁄  and gives a reciprocal function of    
 
 ⁄  with the 
asymptotic value of D (Fig 2.8). This is similar to finite element convergence tests, where N is 
the number of elements and r is the size of the elements. Then as the number of elements N 
increases, the size of the elements r tends to zero. 
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Figure 2.8 - Reciprocal function of log 1/r 
Referring back to Equation (1), the Hausdorff dimension can then be explained as the 
asymptotic value of the ratio of log N to      ⁄  as r 0. 
Generalized dimension 
From another point of view, a generalized dimension Dq can be defined as: 
         
 
   
   ∑   
  
   
     ⁄
      (6) 
which covers the entire fractal spectrum for -∞ < q < +∞.It can be called the qth-order fractal 
dimension. The numerator is the generalized Renyi entropy Sq (Renyi, 1960) which is the 
spectrum of a probability distribution: 
   
 
   
   ∑   
  
          (7) 
Where pi is the probability of having a point in the ith bin, and pi= Ni/N with Ni being the 
number out of a total N points in the ith bin. 
When q = 0, Eqn (7) becomes the Hartley function, S0; while Equation (6) becomes the capacity 
dimension D0: 
      ∑   
                 (8) 
         
     
     ⁄
       (9) 
where N0 represents the number of occupied bins. 
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When q  1, Equation (7) becomes the Shannon entropy S1; and Eqn (6) becomes the 
information dimension D1: 
    ∑        
 
          (10) 
         
∑        
 
   
     ⁄
      (11) 
When q = 2, the generalized equation is equivalent to the correlation dimension D2 or more 
commonly known as v: 
               
   ∑   
  
   
     ⁄
     (12) 
Hurst exponent 
The Hurst Exponent, H is named after Harold Edwin Hurst who derived it after trying to solve 
the problem of predicting how much the Nile River flooded from year to year. The Hurst 
exponent quantifies the relative tendency of a time series to either regress strongly to the 
mean value or to cluster in a direction. The values of H ranges from 0 to 1; when H is within 0.5-
1.0 (0.5<H<1.0), it indicates a time series with long-term positive autocorrelation; when H is 
within 0-0.5 (0.0<H<0.5), it indicates a time series with long-term switching between high and 
low values; lastly when H is 0.5, it indicates a random walk where there is no correlation 
between a data point and the subsequent data point. 
The Hurst exponent, H is then related to fractal dimension, D by this equation: 
             (13) 
In summary, the Hausdorff dimension (DH), the generalized dimension Dq and its related 
dimensions (D0, D1 and D2) are different types of fractal dimensions (D) and they characterize 
fractals slightly differently from each other. The Hausdorff dimension (DH) and capacity 
dimension (D0) are more or less the same and they are based on the idea of coverings. The 
information dimension (D1) is simply calculated based on a probability distribution and the 
correlation dimension (D2) is calculated using the correlation function or it is described as a 
measure of the dimensionality of the space occupied by a set of random points. One possible 
use of calculating different D values is if two fractal sets that look different have the same 
capacity dimension but have different information dimensions, then at least there is one way of 
distinguishing them (Takayasu, 1990). As discussed earlier, fractal dimensions could be used to 
characterize complex shapes like the coast of Britain or other land frontiers that will otherwise 
be difficult to measure. Fractal dimensions are also mainly applied in the characterization of 
time-series data or signals. That will be discussed in the following section. 
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2.6 Applications using Fractal dimensions 
The areas where fractal dimensions have been applied to time-series signals include medical 
diagnostics, acoustic signals, industrial vibrations and even measuring physical parameters in 
sports (Fuss and Niegl, 2009). A few of these applications will be reviewed here. 
In the medical field, electroencephalography (EEG)signals of the brain are highly complex and 
non-linear, and processing that signal is not always an easy task.Kulish et al. (2006) noted that 
spectral analysis of the EEG using fast Fourier transform (FFT) is highly inaccurate since it is a 
linear operation. Fractal dimensions of EEG signals on the other hand gave a good separation 
between response signals from answering ‘YES’ and ‘NO’ questions. Subsequently, other similar 
studies have been performed to characterize the brain’s responses to different colors (Tripathy 
et al., 2006) and also how EEG signals vary between states of relaxed wakefulness and 
drowsiness (Bojic et al., 2010) 
Acceleration signals from different parts of the body have also been analyzed using fractal 
dimensions in the hope of making more sense out of the data or finding a new method to 
evaluate conditions.Joshi and Reddy (1999) explored fractal dimensions of acceleration signals 
due to swallowing, to identify patients with dysphagia. Previously, those signals were just 
characterized by their parameters including mean power, mean frequency and peak magnitude. 
Shah et al. (2005)calculated fractal dimensions of finger acceleration signals of patients with 
arthritis and was able to use them to distinguish the three different types of arthritis. This was 
motivated by the fact that traditional methods of diagnosing the types of arthritis were limited 
and at least three different tests were required for proper diagnosis. Fractal dimensions of the 
acceleration signals in this case provided a non-invasive and direct evaluation method. 
In acoustic recordings, Hadjileontiadis and Rekanos (2003) compared various techniques to 
analyse the time series data including autoregressive modeling, wavelet transform, and 
neurofuzzy modeling before choosing a method based on Fractal Dimensions. This was because 
they found the Fractal Dimension method could operate directly on the signal and not on the 
state space, and therefore has fast computational implementation. They applied the Katz 
method (Katz, 1988) to calculate fractal dimensions of lung and bowel audio signals and was 
able to detect explosive sounds in terms of when it happened and how long. Although they 
were not able to make a distinction between the types of sounds simply based on the fractal 
dimensions, but it gave the trained physicians something else to rely on other than their own 
experience. 
Gnitecki and Moussavi (2003) applied Variance Fractal Dimension Trajectory (VFDT) to lung 
sounds recordings (audio) in order to localize heart sounds and ultimately reduce the effect of 
heart sounds in lung sound signal recording. They concluded that VFDT is more effective for 
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their purpose in low and medium lung flow, which incidentally meets their needs. They also 
noted that an optimal window size had to be chosen to improve the effectiveness of applying 
fractal dimensions.  
Carvalho et al. (2005) reviewed several ways of signal processing in order to recognize heart 
sounds. They included wavelet decomposition methods, Hidden Markov models, decimation 
methods as well as linear and high order statistical methods. They noted that these methods or 
algorithms tend to be computationally very demanding. Ultimately, they successfully used 
Variance Fractal Dimensions of heart sounds to identify boundaries of the first (S1) and second 
(S2) heart sounds. This is also a step forward as the usual practice is to have trained ears pick up 
those sounds. Their aim is ultimately to use fractal analysis to identify murmurs or timbre 
changes of implanted prosthetic valves and possibly identify failures in the valves. 
In biomechanics, quantification of quiet stance center of pressure can be achieved with a wide 
range of existing techniques. However fractal dimensions of the center of pressure (COP) 
calculated using the Higuchi method; provided a means of presenting the data in a clearer light 
and it was shown that they were more reliable than traditional measures of COP (Doyle et al., 
2005). 
In machineries and industrial applications, vibrations can be a source of noise and general 
degradation, but they can also be a source of information.Li et al. (2010a)measured the 
acceleration signals from the vibrations of bearings at three different stages of life; and found 
that the fractal dimensions for each stage was significantly different. This means that fractal 
analysis of the vibrations could be used to monitor conditions of bearings and possibly estimate 
failures. Li et al. (2010b) then applied a similar wavelet-based fractal analysis on gearbox 
vibration signals to distinguish four different levels of wear in the gears. However, they found 
that fractal dimensions of the acceleration signals were clearly separated into three groups, 
with two levels of wear overlapping each other. They then suggested that an additional process 
should be applied to clearly separate those two levels.  
In sports statistics, Katz and Katz (1993) showed that there is a fractal relationship between 
world record running and swimming times and the distance of each event based on 1992 
records. Subsequently, Katz and Katz (1999) expanded the study to world records of men’s 
running events over 70 years and found similar trends. Garcia-Manso et al. (2005)also did a 
similar study where they suggested that in middle and long distance running, the average speed 
and the distance covered follows a power law. They also suggested its generalized fractal 
dimensions derived using box-counting method could give insight to performance of athletes. 
Other than looking at past trends of athletic performances, fractal dimensions have been 
applied in measurements of physical parameters in sports. In sport climbing, Fuss and Niegl 
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(2009) looked at a new performance parameter based on fractal dimensions of force sensor 
measurements from climbing holds. They showed that the mechanical parameters obtained 
from climbing holds such as contact time, mean force and smoothness factor are indicators of 
how good or experienced a climber is; and fractal dimensions of the force time signal correlates 
well with those parameters making it a suitable performance parameter of sports climbers.  
In summary, the application of fractal dimensions in complex time-based signals is motivated by 
limitations in traditional methods of assessments or simply a lack of innovative and reliable 
ones. Although the above applications all talked about the use of fractal dimensions, the 
methods of arriving at the value of fractal dimensions were different. This leads to the question 
of whether the different methods of calculation will lead to the same fractal dimension. The 
different methods will be compared and discussed further in the subsequent section. 
 
2.7 Fractal analysis methods 
Based on the applications mentioned in the previous section, there were several different 
methods used to attain fractal dimensions of complex time-based signals. Those methods 
include:  
i. Deriving fractal dimension from the Hurst exponent 
ii. Fractal dimension based on the Renyi entropy (Kulish et al., 2006) 
iii. Higuchi method(Higuchi, 1988) 
iv. Katz method (Katz, 1988) 
v. A new robust algorithm (Fuss, 2012) that is a combination of Katz’s Euclidean length of a 
signal and Higuchi’s rate of change of log length with respect to log frequency.  
Deriving fractal dimension from the Hurst exponent can be calculated either from the least 
square regression of the variance of the signal amplitude increments or from continuous 
wavelet transforms (CWT) of signals. Although the variance dimension method has not been 
evaluated, a similar method called the semi-variogram method has been compared and it was 
found that H tends to be skewed near H=0 and H=1 (Gallant et al., 1994). Using the CWT 
method requires a fine scale sampling of the signal and standard dyadic algorithms are not 
applicable, which means a huge amount of computation and time will be required to achieve it 
(Vrhel et al., 1995). Therefore this avenue of deriving fractal dimensions was not pursued 
further. 
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Kulish et al. (2006) calculated fractal dimension based on the Renyi entropy. It was essentially 
about probability distribution and how data points fill up the bins; and in their method which 
was applied to EEG signals, the range of measurement and resolution of the sensor determined 
the number and size of the bins. Then the fractal dimension was calculated from the log of the 
number of occupied bins, N0, divided by the log of the sensor resolution, δ. 
   
     
    
        (14) 
However this was based on the assumption that the signal is perfectly self-similar. So even if 
the resolution of the sensor changes, the number of occupied bins changes proportionally such 
that D remains the same. In cases where signals are not perfectly self-similar, instead of using 
the fractal dimension notation of D or D0, it will be more appropriate to use another notation S0 
to avoid confusion. So rewriting equation [14]: 
    
     
    
        (15) 
Raghavendra and Dutt (2010) compared five different methods of determining fractal 
dimensions. They concluded that the Higuchi method and two new methods they developed, 
namely the Multi-resolution box-counting (MRBC) and Multi-resolution length (MRL) methods, 
were most accurate and consistent with varying signal parameters. Whereas the Katz method 
was unable to arrive at the same fractal dimensions from known functions and it was highly 
sensitive to amplitude and frequency changes of the signal. On the other hand, it has been 
proven that the Katz method is the most appropriate method for discrimination of epileptic 
states from intracranial EEG signals (Esteller et al., 2001). So the method of calculating an 
estimated fractal dimension should be selected based on the application. 
Even though the Higuchi, MRBC and MRL methods were comparable in accuracy, the MRBC and 
MRL methods took much less time in terms of computation. This makes the MRBC and MRL 
method the more favorable choice.  
However, on careful examination of the MRBC method, there seems to be a couple of flaws in 
the method. Firstly, when estimating the number of boxes, a ceiling function is used so the 
number of boxes could be overestimated. Secondly, the method only considered two scenarios 
of height differences between two data points on the y-axis – when the height is greater than 
zero and when it is less than zero; so when a signal is constant and the height is exactly zero, 
that part of the signal is not covered by any boxes and in this case the number of boxes could 
be underestimated.  
The MRL method also has a similar problem when calculating the total length at the different 
resolutions. The total length at the coarser resolutions may be underestimated or 
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overestimated as illustrated in figure 2.10 and there seems to be no consideration for that 
mentioned.  
 
Figure 2.9 - Example of MRBC’s overestimation (blue rectangles) and under estimation (red circles) in 
box-counting. 
 
Same starting 
point is used.  
Actual total length 
cut-off point 
Points where total 
length is 
overestimated. 
Point where 
total length is 
underestimated. 
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Figure 2.10 – Illustration of incorrect total length estimation. 
Fuss (2012) developed a new algorithm that is a combination of Katz’s Euclidean length of a 
signal and Higuchi’s rate of change of log length with respect to log frequency; and this 
addresses the issues mentioned above by including the length of the dotted lines up to the cut-
off point. In that way, it is a more consistent method of calculating fractal dimensions of 
complex time-based signals.  
Summing up this section, two feasible methods were selected for calculating fractal dimensions 
for the rest of this study. Firstly was Kulish’s probability distribution method (Kulish et al., 2006) 
which is based on entropy, and secondly Fuss’ method (Fuss, 2012) which is a very robust 
morphological method of obtaining fractal dimensions; not only addressing a few short-
comings of the MRBC and MRL methods; but at the same time is comparable to the Higuchi 
method. 
2.8 Summary 
In summary, court-based wheelchair sports like wheelchair rugby is fast growing into a popular 
sport in the Paralympics and performance of the athletes are being monitored using existing 
technologies already applied in other able-bodied sports. However, performance analysis of 
wheelchair rugby on the court is still very much limited to video software analysis. Although 
inertial sensors and smart phones with MEMS can be mounted on the wheelchair-athlete 
system and capture movement data, it has not been exploited very much in the sport of 
wheelchair rugby. One reason is that the kinematic data obtained does not translate to 
performance without a platform for activity ranking or performance quantification. 
This is where the research comes in – to use inertial sensors in the form of smart devices such 
as the iPod and to explore the application of fractal dimensions to classify activities and 
quantify performance of individual wheelchair rugby athletes. Fractal dimensions, as explained 
earlier, are able to quantify complexity in time-based signals; and unless a signal is completely 
self-similar, different methods can achieve different results. In some cases, different methods 
of quantification might be necessary for the purpose of providing a clear separation between 
types of signals (Li et al., 2010b). 
It has been identified in this chapter, two methods of calculating fractal dimensions that were 
proven effective – fractal dimensions based on entropy (S0) and fractal dimensions based on 
Hausdorff’s dimension (DH). The ultimate goal was to use fractal dimensions of the wheelchair-
athlete forward accelerations for identification of activities and quantification of performance. 
This was further explored in this study: starting with a feasibility study of correlating four 
variations of manual wheelchair pushing and fractal dimensions (S0 and DH) of their forward 
acceleration signals; followed by a combined analysis of both S0 and DH values and a feasibility 
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study on wheelchair rugby accelerations in order to identify wheelchair rugby activities. The 
processes or methods will be optimized with the aim of quantifying performance and 
identifying activities of wheelchair rugby athletes during a match.  
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3. Investigation of Push Patterns with Fractal Dimensions 
3.1 Overview 
Forward manual pushing of wheelchairs has two main parameters: stroke acceleration 
amplitude and stroke frequency. By varying them between high and low inputs, there are four 
different push patterns (Figure 3.1):  
Rank 1) High speed and acceleration at high frequency 
Rank 2) High speed and acceleration at low frequency 
Rank 3) Low speed and acceleration at high frequency 
Rank 4) Low speed and acceleration at low frequency 
 
The performance ranks were semi-quantitatively assigned according to the stroke impulse, 
which generally decreases from Rank 1 to 4.  
 
Figure 3.1 – Acceleration VS time plots with performance ranks 1 – 4. Each graph represents a five 
second epoch. 
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The goal of this chapter is to assess the four basic push patterns when riding a rugby wheelchair 
by analysing the stroke acceleration peak amplitude and stroke frequency and finding a 
correlation between them and fractal dimensions of the acceleration-time signals. Two fractal 
dimensions (that were mentioned in the previous chapter) will be evaluated for their suitability 
as a stand-alone activity/performance parameter for manual wheelchair pushing - Probability 
dimension, S0, and Hausdorff dimension, DH.  
 
The Probability dimension, S0, was determined using a method developed by Kulish et al. (2006) 
while the Hausdorff dimension, DH was determined using a method developed by Fuss (2012). 
Both methods will be described in the subsequent section. 
3.2 Experimental setup 
The four push patterns were performed by two able-bodied test subjects with a rugby 
wheelchair custom built by Melrose (Christchurch, New Zealand)(Figure 3.2). The wheelchair 
was instrumented with an iPhone 3GS (Apple Inc., Cupertino CA, USA), which can measure 
forward and backward accelerations with its tri-axial MEMS accelerometer. Each push pattern 
was performed for at least a minute and the acceleration data were collected at a frequency of 
60 Hz.  
 
Figure 3.2 – Rugby wheelchair custom built by Melrose 
3.3 Method of analysis 
After the acceleration data were downloaded, they were broken down into epochs of five 
seconds long for analysis as suggested by Edwardson and Gorely (2010). Four parameters were 
calculated and analyzed from each five second segment: 1) mean peak acceleration amplitude 
of all strokes within each 5 second segment, 2) mean stroke frequency, 3) Probability 
dimension, S0, and 4) Hausdorff dimension, DH. 
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Mean peak acceleration amplitude for each five second segment was determined manually by 
identifying the peak values from the acceleration-time graph and calculating the average. This 
had to be achieved manually because of sensor noise causing multiple peaks in the graph. 
Mean frequency also had to be determined manually by counting the number of peaks in each 
segment instead of using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) because it was inaccurate in this case as 
shown in Figure 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.3 – Frequency vs amplitude plot of one of the 5 second segments. 
Finally, S0 and DH were determined by the procedures described subsequently. 
 
Calculating Probability dimension, S0 
The Probability dimension was calculated using equation [15] as described earlier in section 2.7: 
    
     
    
       (15) 
Where N0 is the number of occupied bins and δ is the resolution of the accelerometer. 
For each five seconds epoch, S0 can be calculated practically in the following sequence: 
i. Determination of the minimum and maximum acceleration value for the epoch. 
ii. Determination of the total number of Bins by dividing the range (maximum minus 
minimum) with the sensor resolution value.  
iii. Setting the minimum acceleration value as ‘Bin 1’ 
iv. Assigning integer Bin numbers to the rest of the data points with the highest Bin 
number being the maximum acceleration value 
v. For each window width, determination of how many Bins are occupied, N0, and finally 
calculating S0 using equation 15. 
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Calculating Hausdorff dimension, DH 
The fractal dimension based on Hausdorff’s definition or simply Hausdorff dimension, DH was 
calculated using Fuss’ method (Fuss, 2012) which combines Katz’ (Katz, 1988) Euclidean length 
of a signal and Higuchi’s (Higuchi, 1988) rate of change of log length with respect to log 
frequency.  
In Fuss’ method (Fuss, 2012), the relative length is computed from the original sampling 
frequency of the sensor, then the relative lengths of half and a quarter of the original sampling 
frequency is calculated. This provides three data points of equal distance on the logarithmic 
plot of length against frequency and is sufficient for a linear fit where the gradient is equivalent 
to DH. 
It is important to note that relative lengths at half and a quarter of the original frequencies 
were calculated with special considerations such that they will not be underestimated or 
overestimated. This was briefly mentioned in Section 2.7 previously, but it will be described a 
bit more here. So assuming the original sampling frequency is 60Hz (Figure 3.4), then re-
plotting the signal at half that frequency (30Hz) will produce two possible lines – red and green 
(Figure 3.5). Again, re-plotting the same signal at a quarter of the frequency (15Hz) will produce 
four possible lines – red, blue, green and yellow (Figure 3.6). 
 
 
Figure 3.4 – Original acceleration signal at 60Hz (Fuss, 2012). 
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Figure 3.5 –Acceleration signals at 60Hz (black line) and 30Hz (red and green lines) . 
 
 
Figure 3.6 - Acceleration signals at 60Hz (black line) and 15Hz (red, blue, green and yellow lines) 
 
Fuss’ method (Fuss, 2012) calculates all possible relative lengths in the reduced sampling 
frequencies. Thus the relative length at half the original sampling frequency is the average of 
the two possible relative lengths while relative length at a quarter of the original sampling 
frequency is the average of the four possible relative lengths.  
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Generally, the method adopts a sliding window, and not all the points will coincide with the 
start of the window. Therefore fractions of the segments are included in the calculation of the 
relative lengths to improve the accuracy. For example in Figure 3.7, only the yellow line has a 
point that coincides with the start of the window, so calculation of its relative length is straight 
forward. But for the other three lines, a fraction of the starting segment lengths are calculated: 
for the red line - ¾ of the segment CG; for the green line - ½ of the segment BF; and for the blue 
line - ¼ of the segment AE.  
 
 
Figure 3.7 – Acceleration signals at 15Hz (red, blue, green and yellow) 
The generalized formula (Fuss, 2012) for calculating relative lengths of the varying sampling 
frequencies with window width, w; start datum of window, j, and multiplier of period, k (where 
k = 1,2,4...) is: 
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)       (18) 
Where Li is the segment length, f0 is the original sampling frequency, y is the acceleration data 
and m is the amplitude multiplier. 
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Finally, the Hausdorff dimension, DH is: 
         
       
   
  
 ⁄
       (19) 
This is a very practical method since it is easier to capture acceleration data at a higher 
sampling rate, and then manipulate the same data to simulate reduced sampling rates.  
In this case where acceleration data was captured at 60Hz, and DH was calculated for each five 
second segment without a sliding window, the steps were basically: 
i. Calculation of Rw from the 60Hz data for the five second segment. 
ii. Calculation of Rw at half the sampling rate, 30Hz. 
iii. Calculation of Rw at a quarter of the sampling rate, 15Hz. 
iv. Plot each Log Rw against the Log of the corresponding sampling rates (Log 60, Log 30 and 
Log 15).  
v. Finally the gradient of the linear fit of the plot is equivalent to DH. 
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3.4 Outcome and analysis 
In this experiment, the four different push patterns were separated by 2 cut-off values. For 
acceleration: peak acceleration values higher than 0.22g or 2.159 ms-2 were considered high; 
while for frequency: mean frequency values higher than 1.5Hz or 1.5 pushes per second were 
considered high frequency.  
In order to have a good analysis of the four different push patterns, the five seconds segments 
had to clearly reflect the type of push as shown in Figure 3.1. A total of 48 five second segments 
that clearly represented the four push patterns were identified and analyzed. Values of their 
mean peak acceleration amplitude were plotted against mean frequency as shown in Figure 3.8. 
 
 
Figure 3.8 – Mean peak acceleration against Mean frequency of the 48 five second segments; 1, 2, 3, 4 
represents the push pattern ranking. 
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Analysis of S0 and DH 
After S0 and DH were calculated for the 48 segments, they were plotted against mean peak 
acceleration amplitude, mean frequency and the product of mean peak acceleration and mean 
frequency with the points labeled according to their push pattern ranking. 
S0, peak acceleration and frequency 
Looking at the S0 plots, S0 correlated highly with the mean peak acceleration amplitude and 
mean frequency (Figure 3.9). In the mean peak acceleration amplitude plot (left of figure 3.9), 
push patterns with the same frequencies (1 & 3 and 2 & 4) were fitted together and the 
coefficient of determination were above 0.8. Likewise in the mean frequency plot (right of 
figure 3.9), push patterns with the same acceleration amplitude (1 & 2 and 3 & 4) were fitted 
together and it showed that push pattern 1 & 2 (high acceleration amplitude) only had medium 
correlation with coefficient of determination slightly above 0.6. 
 
 
Figure 3.9 – Left: S0 against mean peak acceleration amplitude; Right: S0 against mean frequency 
Plotting S0 against product of mean frequency and mean peak acceleration amplitude (figure 
3.10),there was a strong correlation between them with a coefficient of determination of 
0.81.Push patterns 2 and 3 were clustered together in terms of mean frequency and peak 
acceleration amplitude but they were separable in terms of S0. Push patterns 1 and 2 were 
overlapping from perspective of S0 and so were push patterns 3 and 4; however they were 
separable in terms of mean frequency and peak acceleration amplitude. Therefore as a two 
dimensional (2D) plot, there was a clear separation of the different push patterns.  
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Figure 3.10 – Left: S0 against push pattern ranks; Right:S0 against product of push frequency and mean 
peak acceleration amplitude. 
Although the combined analysis of S0 and the product of mean frequency and mean peak 
acceleration amplitude can serve as a means of identifying push patterns, it was not ideal 
simply because the methods for determining mean frequency and mean peak acceleration 
amplitudes was manual and highly tedious and there was no quicker yet accurate alternative. 
DH, peak acceleration and frequency 
Looking at the DH plots, DH had poor correlation with the mean peak acceleration amplitude and 
mean frequency (Figure 3.11). 
 
Figure 3.11 - Left: DH against mean peak acceleration amplitude; Right: DH against mean frequency 
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When DH was plotted against the product of mean frequency and mean peak acceleration 
amplitude (Figure 3.12), with the different push patterns labeled accordingly (1, 2, 3 & 4), a 2D 
separation or mapping was observed similar to S0 (Figure 3.10). 
 
Figure 3.12 – Left: DH against push pattern ranks; Right: DH against product of push frequency and 
mean peak acceleration amplitude 
Comparing S0 and DH values for the four push patterns (Table 3.1), and looking at Figures 3.10 
and Figure 3.12, both S0 and DH values have a strong linear correlation with the push pattern 
ranks. This suggested that S0 and DH could be complementary to each other in terms of push 
pattern ranking. 
Table 3.1 – Comparison of S0 and DH values for the four push patterns 
Push pattern 
rank 
S0 min S0 max DH min DHmax 
1 0.906862 1.012281 1.518656 1.753883 
2 0.781689 0.919649 1.440966 1.660071 
3 0.675125 0.802476 1.299261 1.540349 
4 0.547775 0.706329 1.151135 1.48739 
 
Then plotting S0 against DH, there was a clear 2D separation of the four push pattern ranks with 
minimal overlapping between the different ranks.  
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Figure 3.13 – S0 against DH, with data points from the various push patterns labeled according to their 
ranks. 
High peak acceleration + 
High mean frequency 
High peak acceleration + 
Low mean frequency 
Low peak acceleration + 
High mean frequency 
Low peak acceleration + 
Low mean frequency 
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3.5 Summary 
In summary, fractal dimensions (S0 and DH) were applied successfully in forward and backward 
acceleration signals of manual wheelchair pushing. S0 and DH clearly showed a strong linear 
correlation between the different push pattern rankings (figure 3.10 & 3.12). As a general rule, 
S0 increases with the mean amplitude of the signal, with the recording time or window width 
(number of data), with the impulse of the signal, and with the smoothness of the signal (Fuss 
and Kulish, 2012). In contrast to this, DH of two qualitatively different push patterns with the 
same mean peak acceleration amplitude can be quite different (Figure 3.11). So S0 can be used 
for quantifying the energy state of a system, and the athlete’s performance which corresponds 
to the energy released to the environment. On the other hand, DH could add a qualitative 
component to performance analysis since it is not that easily predictable from the conventional 
performance parameters (mean peak acceleration amplitude and frequency). 
When S0 and DH were paired with the product of mean frequency and mean peak acceleration 
amplitude, a 2D mapping of the push patterns became apparent. The downside of using mean 
frequency and mean peak acceleration amplitude was they had to be determined manually in 
order for them to be accurate. Plotting S0 and DH values of the push patterns together and 
labeling the data points according to their rank created a clearer separation between the 
different push patterns (Figure 3.13). This was a far better means of 2D mapping and identifying 
the push patterns as both S0 and DH could be determined automatically from an algorithm.  
From this point on, there were two feasible options for further investigations: 
1. Calculating S0 and DH of forward/backward acceleration signals from actual wheelchair 
rugby match quarters, and investigating their possible correlation with performance or 
level of activity individually.  
2. Explore the 2D mapping method further by applying it in actual wheelchair rugby match 
quarters; except that instead of mapping push patterns, this 2D mapping method will be 
attempted on specific wheelchair rugby activities.  
The methods of those two options will be discussed in the following chapter. 
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4. Method for Assessment of Match Performance & Classification of 
Activity  
4.1 Overview 
Currently performance analysis of wheelchair rugby athletes during a match had been limited 
to video analysis (Sarro et al., 2010a) and using the Game Efficiency Sheet (Molik et al., 2008). 
The use of video and tracking method based on image processing technique only provided 
average distance covered by the athletes and average velocities for the first and second half of 
the match. The Game Efficiency Sheet gave a lot more details including number of passes, 
blocks, turnovers, steals and scores. However, it was a highly labor intensive effort. 
From the previous chapter, it was shown that S0 and DH displayed strong links with different 
push patterns varying in acceleration amplitude and push frequency. It was discussed how S0 
and DH could quantify performance in different ways; for S0, it could quantify the athlete’s 
performance in terms of energy released, while DH could provide a qualitative component to 
performance. Also different push patterns which were a primitive way of representing 
wheelchair activities was identifiable via a 2D mapping of S0 and DH values; this could be 
developed further by applying it to acceleration data of wheelchair rugby match quarters to 
identify match activities. 
The aim of this chapter is to discuss the methods for: 
1. Performance and activity classification or quantification using S0 and DH values of 
forward/backward acceleration data measured from wheelchair rugby athletes playing 
in actual match quarters.  
2. Identification of wheelchair rugby activities by applying the 2D mapping method on the 
same S0 and DH values. 
3. Developing and fine-tuning a Decision template for activity identification 
Note that the description of the methods, particularly in sections 4.2 and 4.3 explains the basic 
workings of the methods, and Chapter 5 which is the following chapter will deal with optimizing 
these methods. 
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4.2 Experimental Setup 
In order to collect forward/backward acceleration data of the wheelchair rugby athletes, 
sensors have to be mounted on their own customized rugby wheelchairs during actual matches. 
Three different sensor devices were tested and compared before the optimal one is selected 
for acceleration data collection. The testing and comparison outcome will be discussed in 
section 5.2 later. The athletes were fully informed of the research procedures and potential 
risks and written consent was obtained from all research participants. Ethics approval (number: 
ASEHAPP 01-11) was obtained from the RMIT University Human Research Ethics Committee 
prior to the experimental study. 
The sensor devices that were ultimately used were embedded into rectangular foam blocks 
before being secured onto each athlete’s wheelchair frame to protect them from possible 
direct impacts. The mounting of the devices were unobtrusive and did not affect the athletes’ 
movements.  
Acceleration data were collected from six different matches of the Victorian Wheelchair Rugby 
League. Five athletes from the three different classes (High-pointer, Mid-pointer and Low-
pointer) volunteered to have their acceleration measured. Video footage was also captured for 
verifying the activities of the athletes and synchronizing the acceleration data of athletes in the 
same match. 
The details of the athletes and the numbers of full match quarters played are shown in Table 
4.1. 
Table 4.1 – List of wheelchair rugby athletes and the number of full match quarters they participated 
in. Cross () means athlete did not participate in match. 
Athlete  
Class 
(classification 
points) 
Highest Level 
Played 
Number of quarters where athletes played the full match 
quarter 
Match 
1 
Match 
2 
Match 
3 
Match 
4 
Match 
5 
Match 
6 
Total 
HP High pointer (3) Paralympic 
games 
2 4   3 4 13 
MP1 Mid pointer (2) Paralympic 
games 
   4  4 8 
MP2 Mid pointer (2) National League   4  4  8 
LP1 Low pointer (0.5) National League   4 4   8 
LP2 Low pointer (0.5) State League     3 2 5 
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4.3 Performance & Activity Classification Curve 
Wheelchair rugby is played in quarters with each quarter lasting eight minutes. Athletes 
typically do not play for all four quarters of a match especially at the elite level which is the 
Paralympic Games. This is mainly because of fatigue and to maximize the team’s overall 
performance. Therefore it makes sense to quantify match performance and activities by each 
quarter. One possible way of adapting the S0 and DH data was to present data from each match 
quarter in a cumulative plot or a cumulative distribution function; and because of how S0 and 
DH could relate to an athlete’s performance, their cumulative plot could be a representation of 
their performance distribution throughout a match quarter. The following sections will describe 
the process of obtaining the cumulative plot and what information in terms of performance it 
could provide. 
Continuous S0 & DH data and the Cumulative Plot 
The cumulative plot comes from the probability density function which represents how often 
each data was recorded or calculated, and that needs to be derived from a continuous random 
variable, which in this case should be S0 and DH. 
In order to have that, the S0 and DH values should be calculated in a continuous method with 
time. This was achieved by applying a sliding window when calculating S0 and DH of the 
acceleration-time signal. The sliding window concept is basically like applying a running average 
but instead of calculating average of the data points in that window, S0 and DH was calculated. 
Since each S0 and DH value is a representation of the acceleration-time signal within each 
window, when plotted together with the acceleration-time signal, they should be in the middle 
of that window. So for example in a 2.5 seconds sliding window, where acceleration data was 
sampled at 60Hz, there will be 150 acceleration points in each window and the plot will be 
similar to the one in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 – Plotting Acceleration (blue), S0 (red) and DH (green) with a sliding window (grey broken 
rectangle). 
Then with the continuous S0 and DH data for one match quarter, the probability density or 
distribution function can be derived, which in essence is the way to derive an histogram plot 
(Figure 4.2). What can be seen in the plot is where the S0 or DH values have high frequency of 
occurrence and also the general distribution. 
 
Figure 4.2 – Probability density plot (histogram) of S0 values (left) and DH values (right) from a match 
quarter 
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From the probability density function, the cumulative distribution can be plotted with the range 
of S0 or DH values as a percentage on the y-axis, and the accumulation of occurrences as a 
percentage on the x-axis, which is also percentage time of the match quarter. 
 
Figure 4.3 – Cumulative distribution plot of S0 values (left) and DH values (right) from a match quarter. 
The Performance Curve 
In terms of S0, which relates to energy released into the environment as a result of effort the 
athlete put in, the cumulative plot of an athlete’s match quarter data can be interpreted in the 
following ways (Solid curve of Figure 4.4): 
 At point A, the athlete spent 0.08 or 8% of the match quarter (time),with0.9 or 90% of S0 
output. So for a match quarter that lasted exactly 8 minutes, the athlete had 38.4 
seconds of 90% maximum S0 output. 
 At point B, the athlete produced 79% of maximum S0 for half (50%) of the match quarter. 
 At point C, which is 100% of the time, the athlete produced 24% of his maximum S0. So 
the athlete was working at a minimum of 24% maximum S0throughout the match. 
 A less convex plot (dashed curve) represents lesser performance; for the same time 
periods (8%, 50% and 100%), there is a drop in percentage of maximum S0. 
 So conversely, a more convex plot will represent higher performance. 
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Figure 4.4 – Interpreting the S0 cumulative plot as a performance distribution curve. Solid curve 
represents better performance than the dashed curve. 
The Activity Curve 
In terms of DH, its cumulative plot of the same match quarter data is less convex compared to S0 
(Figure 4.5). That is because DH is not directly related to the athlete’s mean peak acceleration 
amplitude as S0 does.So DH must represent something else other than peak energy release.  
 
Figure 4.5 – Comparison of S0(red) and DH(green) cumulative plots of the same match quarter data 
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Looking back at Figure 3.12, the four different push patterns were well separated two 
dimensionally using DH and the product of mean frequency and mean peak acceleration 
amplitude. However DH alone was unable to separate all the different push pattern ranks, it 
could only differentiate between push pattern 1 and 4.  
If push patterns were compared to actual wheelchair rugby moves or activities: push pattern 1 
would be equivalent to high speed pushing; push pattern 2 would be a combination of high 
speed pushing and coasting down; push pattern 3 does not translate to any practical wheelchair 
rugby activity; and push pattern 4 would be low speed pushing with coasting down (Figure 4.6). 
 
 
Figure 4.6 –Breaking down Push Patterns to actual wheelchair rugby activities 
Taking the breakdown of push patterns to wheelchair rugby activities into consideration and 
hypothetically applying that on the plot of DH against push pattern ranks, while ignoring push 
pattern 3 (Figure 4.7), DH could also have a correlation with wheelchair rugby activity. Push 
pattern 3 can be ignored because in manual wheelchair pushing, it is not effective to have low 
acceleration amplitude and high frequency pushing and there are no situations in a match 
where an athlete would perform that push pattern.  
Push Patterns 
1. High Peak Acceleration 
Amplitude  
+ High Frequency 
2. High Peak Acceleration 
Amplitude  
+ Low Frequency 
3. Low Peak Acceleration 
Amplitude  
+ High Frequency 
Wheelchair Rugby Activities 
High speed pushing 
Coasting down 
Low speed pushing 
4. Low Peak Acceleration 
Amplitude  
+ Low Frequency 
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Figure 4.7 –DH, push patterns and wheelchair rugby activities 
The Hausdorff dimension (DH) is able to measure or characterize complex shapes as discussed in 
Chapter 2, and in this case, acceleration-time plots. Comparing the acceleration-time plots of 
the push patterns with very close DH values (within 0.02) (Table 4.1), there are some observable 
similarities between the shapes of the plots, especially for DH values less than 1.5 where the 
Push Patterns have the same low push frequencies but different amplitudes. For DH values 
above 1.5, the Push Patterns have high amplitudes but different push frequencies.  
Therefore DH is related to how the acceleration signal fills up a window width. This is influenced 
by a combination of both push patterns and the type of wheelchair rugby activity. In other 
words, DH is related to activity pattern, where a higher DH denotes a higher ranked activity 
pattern. So the DH cumulative plot is essentially an Activity-Pattern Curve (or Activity Curve), 
representing the activity-pattern level of an athlete over each match quarter. Then similar to 
the interpretation of the S0 cumulative plot (Performance Curve), a more convex curve 
represents higher performance in terms of activities, whereas a less convex curve represents 
otherwise. 
Finally to further validate DH’s correlation with activity patterns, all the various activities that 
cover a wheelchair rugby game will have to be identified.  
 
 
 
High speed pushing 
(push pattern 1 & parts of 
push pattern2) 
Coasting down 
(parts of push pattern 2 and 
push pattern 4) 
Low speed pushing 
(parts of push pattern 4) 
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Table 4.2 – Comparing DH values and corresponding acceleration-time plots 
DH Acceleration-Time plots 
1.64-1.66 
  
1.52-1.53 
  
1.48-1.49 
  
1.29-1.30 
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4.3 Activity identification with S0 & DH 
The 2D plot of S0 and DH was applied to map four different push patterns (Figure 3.13). In order 
to apply this concept to map wheelchair rugby activities during an actual match, S0 and DH was 
calculated for the wheelchair rugby match acceleration data and the different type of activities 
had to be identified. 
Video footage and activity identification 
Identification of the wheelchair rugby match activities was performed by getting two forms of 
data: 1) capturing forward/backward acceleration of a wheelchair rugby athlete during a match 
using a MEMS accelerometer, 2) capturing video footage of the match. A Sony HDR-CX110E was 
used to capture video footage for all matches. Acceleration data was synchronized at the 
beginning of each match quarter where the athletes start accelerating at the blow of the 
whistle.  
By studying the acceleration data and comparing it with video footage of what the athlete was 
doing (Figure 4.8), there were five key activities identified that could cover every movement 
during the match. They were ranked 1 to 5 with increasing intensity: 
1. No activity; 
2. Low level activity (Low speed pushing and coasting, turns); 
3. High speed coasting down; 
4. High speed pushing; and 
5. Extreme Collisions (very high impact collisions) 
After going through the video and confirming the types of activities with the acceleration-time 
plot, those five activities were identified for the entire match quarter. 
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Figure 4.8 – Acceleration-time plot reflecting types of activities with video footage that substantiate 
the data. 
In addition to comparing acceleration signals and video footage for activity identification, it was 
observed that there is a distinct pattern in the Hausdorff dimension plot for Impact or Collisions. 
The pattern or shape of the plot resembles a vertical column or tower as shown in Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9 – Collision ‘Towers’ 
 
Labeling and Mapping Ranked Activity 
For the purpose of mapping the different activities on the S0 and DH plot, a rank was tagged to 
each event or period of acceleration data and their corresponding S0 and DH values. This was 
performed on a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet as illustrated in Figure 4.10. However not every 
movement of the wheelchair rugby athlete was clear even with reference to both acceleration 
signal and video. So only the obvious actions were identified and labeled (Figure 4.11). Each 
ranking was also assigned a color so that when S0 was plotted against DH for the different 
activities, it can be seen clearly where the different activities are separated two dimensionally 
(Figure 4.12).Then to ensure that sufficient data was selected, at least 30 different periods of 
data were identified for each quarter with a good balance of the five different activities as far as 
possible. 
Hausdorff dimension  
Acceleration signal 
Collision ‘towers’  
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Figure 4.10 - Tagging Acceleration data, S0 and DH values with Ranked activities based on acceleration 
data and video footage. 
 
 
 
 
Rank 4. High 
speed pushing 
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Figure 4.11– Acceleration plot of the five key activities and their color coding: Rank 1 - Yellow (No 
activity);Rank2 - Green (Low activity);Rank 3 - Light blue (High speed coast-down);Rank 4 - Blue (High 
speed pushing); Rank 5 - Red (Collisions). 
 
Figure 4.12 – 2D mapping of the five events of the different activities; gray dotted lines used as the 
mapping boundaries. 
The gray dotted lines in Figure 4.12 act as 2D map boundaries and they are called boundary 
lines. These four boundary lines form a template for the wheelchair rugby athlete such that by 
applying this template onto the S0 and DH data of an entire match, all his activities could be 
classified into one of the five ranks. This template is known as the decision template and will be 
discussed further in the succeeding section. 
5. Collisions 
1. No activity 
2. Low activity 
3. High speed coast-down 
4. High 
speed 
pushing 
4. High 
speed 
pushing 
3. High speed 
coast-down 
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4.4 Decision template methodology 
As all the identifiable activities were labeled and their corresponding S0 and DH values were 
plotted against each other, it showed overlapping of data points as seen in Figure 4.13. The 
amount of overlapping affects the positioning of the four boundary lines (A, B, C & D) and the 
Decision template, which when applied to the entire match data, affects the overall 
classification of activities for an athlete.  
 
Figure 4.13 – The Decision template based on identified activities from a match quarter. 
For example if boundary line D was placed higher, the outcome will be more Rank 4 (High speed 
pushing) activities and less Rank 5 (Extreme Collisions) activities. If boundary line D was placed 
lower, the opposite will happen. In the case of boundary line A, a shift in position will affect the 
level of all five activities. In order to understand the effect of a slight shift in the boundary line 
position to the amount of change in level of the different activities, a sensitivity analysis was 
conducted. 
 
Sensitivity Analysis 
The process 
The sensitivity analysis was conducted using data of an athlete who played an entire wheelchair 
rugby match. The idea was to determine how much the level of each of the five ranked 
activities change with respect to a shift in the boundary line position on the S0-DH plot, or in 
other words, how sensitive was a boundary line shift. 
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After tagging all the identifiable activities, an accurate decision template was established and all 
match activities were categorized into each of the five ranks. That produced the original 
activities level (Figure 4.14).The boundary lines of the accurate decision template were 
determined using combined histogram plots of the overlapping activities and this method will 
be described later. 
Original boundary lines: 
A = 0.88 (S0 axis) 
B = 1.33 (DH axis) 
C = 1.5 (DH axis) 
D = 1.73 (DH axis) 
Rank Level of activities  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 4534 
2 6398 
3 8489 
4 14774 
5 3720 
Figure 4.14 – Boundary lines’ values and the corresponding original activities level; and a pie chart – a 
graphical representation of the breakdown of activities in a match 
The results 
Based on the original boundary lines and their corresponding level of activities, each boundary 
line was shifted by ±1% and the change in activity level for the five ranks was noted. Referring 
to Figure 4.15, Boundary line A was the most sensitive and critical because the ±1% shift 
affected the most number of Activities and it also caused the highest percentage change in 
activity levels. Boundary lines D (separating rank 4 & 5) was the second most sensitive one with 
a high percentage change in the level of activities in question. Extreme collisions (Rank 5) and 
High speed pushing (Rank 4) are clearly different activities anyway, so separating them 
accurately is critical. 
Boundary line C (separating Rank 2 & 3) was slightly less sensitive in terms of the percentage 
change in activity levels. Also, differentiating Low activity (Rank 2) and High Speed coast down 
(Rank 3) involves some subjective decision of when the coasting down of an athlete becomes 
slow enough to be considered low activity. The least critical Boundary line position was B. It 
separated Rank 1 (No Activity) and Rank 2 (Low Activity) activities, and it was just a matter of 
deciding the threshold for considering when an athlete was not having any activity.  
Therefore, it is necessary to determine the Boundary lines accurately especially for Boundary 
line A. A scientific way to determine the boundary lines accurately was to plot histograms of 
overlapping activities. This method will be discussed in greater detail subsequently. 
 
1. No activity 
2. Low activity 
4. High speed 
pushing 
3. High speed 
coast down 
5. Extreme 
collisions 
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y 
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e 
A
 
Rank Level (A-
1%) 
% Diff  
 
Rank Level 
(A+1%) 
% Diff  
 
1 4534 0.00 1 4534 0.00 
2 5801 -9.33 2 6593 3.05 
3 7490 -11.77 3 9105 7.26 
4 16240 9.92 4 14034 -5.01 
5 3850 3.49 5 3649 -1.91 
B
o
u
n
d
ar
y 
lin
e 
B
 
Rank Level (B-
1%) 
% Diff  
 
Rank Level 
(B+1%) 
% Diff  
 
1 4173 -7.96 1 4829 6.51 
2 6759 5.64 2 6105 -4.58 
3 8489 0.00 3 8489 0.00 
4 14774 0.00 4 14774 0.00 
5 3720 0.00 5 3720 0.00 
B
o
u
n
d
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y 
lin
e 
C
 
Rank Level  
(C-1%) 
% Diff  
 
Rank Level  
(C+1%) 
% Diff  
 
1 4534 0.00 1 4534 0.00 
2 5716 -10.66 2 7112 11.16 
3 9171 8.03 3 7775 -8.41 
4 14774 0.00 4 14774 0.00 
5 3720 0.00 5 3720 0.00 
B
o
u
n
d
ar
y 
lin
e 
D
 
Rank Level 
(D-1%) 
% Diff  
 
Rank Level  
(D+1%) 
% Diff  
 
1 4534 0.00 1 4534 0.00 
2 6398 0.00 2 6398 0.00 
3 8489 0.00 3 8489 0.00 
4 14335 -2.97 4 15357 3.95 
5 4159 11.80 5 3137 -15.67 
Figure 4.15 – Sensitivity Analysis of boundary line shift; Left column: shift in boundary line position by 
-1%; Right column: shift in boundary line position by +1%; Cells highlighted red have a percentage 
change higher than 5%; Dotted lines show the original Pie Chart breakdown. 
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Histogram method 
As mentioned earlier, one accurate and scientific way to determine the boundary lines of the 
S0-DH graph was to plot histograms curves of overlapping activities. There are four main 
overlapping areas, one for each boundary line and they are: 
1) For boundary line A, on theS0 axis - Combined Rank 1, 2 & 3 activities and Combined 
Rank 4 & 5 activities 
2) For boundary line B, on the DH axis - Rank 1 activity and Rank 2 activity 
3) For boundary line C, on the DH axis – Rank 2 and Rank 3 activity 
4) For boundary line D, on the DH axis – Rank 4 and Rank 5 activity 
So for example to obtain boundary line A: group the S0 values of Rank 1, 2 & 3 activities and 
plot a histogram, then group the S0 values of Rank 4 & 5 activities and plot another histogram 
on the first one (figure 4.16). After that, there are two ways to determine the boundary line 
value:  
1. Take note of the ‘Rapid Drop’ on each histogram and use the mid-point of the two ‘Rapid 
Drop’ values as the cut-off value. 
2. Add a ‘best fit’ normal distribution curve to each histogram and the intersection between 
the two ‘best fit’ curves could be used as the Cut-off value.  
 
Figure 4.16 - An example of determining cut-off value A (on the S0 axis) between the combination of 
Rank 1, 2 & 3 activity and Rank 4 & 5 activity. 
In case of slight discrepancies between the two methods, the value derived from the ‘Rapid 
drop’ method was used because that is a more accurate representation. 
0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.1
0
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2000
3000
4000
Intersection – 0.78 
Histogram Plot 1: 
Combined Rank 1, 2 & 3  
Histogram Plot 2: 
Combined Rank 4 & 5  
Rapid drop of 
plot 2: 0.81 
Rapid drop of 
plot 1: 0.76 
Mid-point of 
Rapid drop 
values: 0.785 
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Then for boundary lines B, C and D: plot overlapping histograms with the DH values and obtain 
the cut-off values similar to A. Once the four boundary lines (A, B, C, & D) were determined for 
each athlete and his activities in a single match, they could be used to form a decision template 
which can be applied to all the rest of his match data such that every movement is now 
categorized into one of the five ranked activities. Then, re-plotting the S0-DHgraph shows five 
distinct regions representing the five different activities (figure 4.17). 
 
 
Figure 4.17 –S0-DH plot with Decision template and five ranked activities clearly demarcated. 
At this point, it cannot be assumed that the decision template determined from one athlete’s 
match activities is applicable to another athlete, especially for athletes in different classes. 
Therefore the process should be applied to every athlete, in order to determine his or her 
individual decision template.  
 
 
 
A 
B 
C 
D 
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Pie Charts and Box Plots 
One method of presenting the breakdown of activities in a match quarter of an athlete as 
shown previously in Figures 4.13 & 4.14 is by using Pie-charts (Figure 4.18). The graphical 
presentation clearly shows the percentage of each activity (color coded) in each quarter which 
provides a suitable means to compare level of activities in different match quarters for the 
same athlete or between different athletes. 
 
 
Figure 4.18 – Pie Charts of 2 different match quarters. 
Then with combined data of activity levels from different match quarters for an athlete, they 
can be presented in a box-plot format with shows the minimum, maximum, range and mean of 
each ranked activity over the different quarters (Figure 4.19). These forms of presenting and 
comparing data will be used in the results and discussion chapters. 
 
Figure 4.19 – Box-plot of all match quarter activity data of an athlete 
4555.31 
7130.92 
8750.08 
10,920 
3677.38 
0
4,000
8,000
12,000
16,000
No Activity Low Activity Coast down Hi Power
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Extreme
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High Pointer Athlete (Data from 13 Quarters) 
Mean
1 No Activity | 2 Low Activity | 3 High Speed Coast Down | 4 High Speed Pushing| 5 Extreme Collisions 
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Accuracy of Classification 
With all acceleration data, S0 and DH values ranked, they could then be plotted together with 
time for validation as shown in Figure 4.20. The blue line in Figure 4.20 represents the resultant 
ranking of activities and it should coincide with the acceleration data (black line). For example, 
for extreme collisions which are characterized by sharp spikes in the acceleration data, they 
should be given Rank 5. 
 
 
Figure 4.20 – Acceleration (Black line), S0 (Red line) and DH (Green line) and Activity Ranking (Blue line) 
plot. 
A comparison of the ranking result and actual acceleration data will be performed for at least 
one match quarter to validate the accuracy of the S0 and DH mapping for activity classification 
method. This will be analyzed and discussed in the results chapter. 
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4.5 Summary 
In summary, this chapter discussed the different ways in which S0 and DH values can be applied 
to quantify performance and activity of a wheelchair rugby athlete, and to identify the key 
movements or activities of that athlete during a match. Since each wheelchair rugby match is 
split into quarters and athletes sometimes do not play all four quarters of a match, the methods 
that were developed were focused on quantifying parameters for each quarter, which makes it 
easier to compare performance between different athletes. 
The Performance Curve and Activity-Pattern Curve methodology will be further validated by 
applying them on match data from athletes of different levels of disability classification and 
different levels of experience and skills. This will be discussed in Chapter 6: Classification Results. 
The Decision template methodology will also be applied on the same group of athletes’ match 
data and discussed in Chapter 6. 
It has to be noted that S0 and DH were obtained with certain input and post-processing 
parameters. These parameters include: Sensor sampling rate, sensor amplitude (which can be 
adjusted with a multiplier), Sensor resolution (for calculating S0), and window width size. 
Adjusting any of these parameters could influence the quality of the S0 and DH values for the 
purpose of activity identification. How they could affect S0 and DH will be discussed in the 
subsequent chapter. 
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5. Optimization of Classification Methods 
5.1 Overview 
Two methods were discussed previously - the cumulative plot of S0 and DH data and the 2D 
mapping of S0 and DH plot. In both cases, S0 and DH had to be calculated in a continuous form as 
described in section 4.2. That involves applying a sliding window of a certain width for the 
running average method. The size of the sliding window which is measured by number of data 
points or time influences the values of the calculated S0 and DH. This will in turn affect the 
effectiveness of the cumulative plots for performance and activity level quantification, 
andthe2D mapping for activity identification. So an optimum sliding window width needs to be 
determined to achieve an optimal S0 and DH outcome. This was also suggested by Gnitecki and 
Moussavi (2003) where they tried to optimize fractal dimensions of heart and lung sounds. 
Other than window width, which is an input factor during the calculation of S0 and DH, there are 
three other input factors that affects the values of S0 and DH and they are the sampling rate of 
sensor, sensor resolution and sensor amplitude. These three factors are dependent on the 
sensor device used to capture forward/backward acceleration data. However the sensor 
amplitude or the range of acceleration measurement can still be adjusted post data collection 
by adding a multiplier value to the amplitude (Figure 5.1).  
 
Figure 5.1 – Optimization process flow of S0 and DH; optimized parameters have direct influence on 
dimensions in brackets (S0 or DH). 
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multiplier (DH) 
Bin Size (S0) 
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Therefore the aim of this chapter is to investigate the effect of sensor input parameters (sensor 
resolution and sampling rate) and S0 and DH processing input parameters (window width and 
amplitude multiplier) on S0 and DH values. The criteria for optimal S0 and DH values are:  
1) Maximum range of S0 and DH, with S0 ranging from 0 – 1 and DH ranging from 1 – 2;  
2) Clear separation of different activities in the S0-DH plot; and  
3) A stable level of ranked activities.  
This was carried out by comparing three different sensor devices with their different sensor 
resolutions and sampling rates and selecting the optimum one; and comparing the effect of 
different window widths and amplitude multipliers, and selecting the optimal values. 
5.2 Sensor selection 
There are different types of MEMS accelerometers in the market with different measurement 
ranges and sensitivities that can be selected and assembled with other components to form the 
perfect sensor for a particular function. However that is not the focus of this study, so existing 
IMU devices with accelerometers were used to collect acceleration data of the wheelchair 
rugby matches. In order to select a suitable sensor, three devices were tested and compared: a 
Minimax V4 (Catapult Sports, South Melbourne, Australia), an Apple iPhone 3GS and an iPod 4G 
(Apple, Cupertino, CA, USA). The selection will be based on their measurements, the resolution 
of the sensors and the sampling rate. The physical specifications and measurement range of the 
devices are shown in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 – List of sensor devices  
Specifications Minimax V4 iPhone 3GS iPod 4G 
Weight 67g 135g 101g 
Dimensions (DxWxL) 19x50x88mm 12.3x62.1x115.5mm 7.2x58.9x111mm 
Accelerometer range +/- 6g +/- 2.3g +/-2.1g 
Sampling rate  100Hz (fixed) 100Hz (adjustable) 100Hz(adjustable) 
 
The three devices were mounted on the footplate of a rugby wheelchair (Figure 5.1), turned on, 
and wheeled around in a laboratory while performing the five key activities that can be 
identified during an actual wheelchair rugby match. The acceleration data of all three devices is 
shown in figure 5.2.  
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Figure 5.2 – Mounting the 3 sensors on the foot plate of a rugby wheelchair 
 
 
Figure 5.3 –Acceleration data from the three different devices and identifying the five ranked 
activities 
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Sensor resolution and bin size analysis 
By zooming in on the acceleration plots where acceleration values are at a minimal, the 
resolution of the sensors can be determined by finding the smallest difference between data 
points (Figure 5.3). Based on that, the resolution of the iPod, iPhone and Minimax are 0.000015, 
0.018112 and 0.006 respectively. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4 - Finding resolution of the three devices: Top – iPod; Middle – iPhone; Bottom – Minimax. 
Smallest difference 
in acceleration 
value: 0.00015 
Smallest difference in 
acceleration value: 0.018112 
Smallest difference in 
acceleration value: 0.006 
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For determining S0 using Kulish’s method (Kulish et al., 2006), the resolution of the sensor 
determines the bin size of the probability and thus the bin count. However the iPod’s resolution 
is too small (0.000015) and having a bin size that small was computationally not feasible. That 
leaves the iPhone’s and Minimax’s resolutions that may be applicable. S0 was determined for all 
three sets of acceleration data using the bin sizes 0.018112 (iPhone) and 0.006 (Minimax).  
Comparing the S0 values determined using the two bin sizes, it was found that the range of S0 
values was larger using 0.018112 and there was less noise (more stable) in the signal which 
makes it much more suitable for this application (Figure 5.4). Therefore the iPhone resolution 
became the choice for bin size for calculating S0.  
 
Figure 5.5 – Comparing S0 values using different resolution/bin size; S0 has bigger range with iPhone 
resolution (blue lines), while it has more noise with the Minimax resolution (red lines). Note that 
acceleration data was sampled at 100Hz and window width of S0 was 2.5sec. 
Sampling rate 
The maximum sampling rate available to end-users of all three sensors is 100Hz. For the 
Minimax V4, that is the only sampling rate available while for the iPhone 3GS and iPod 4G, the 
sampling rate is adjustable via an application called Sensor Data Pro (Wavefront Labs, Austin, TX, 
USA). Basically, using a higher sampling rate means collecting more data and thus more data 
points to process. But other than affecting computation time, sampling rate do have an effect 
on the S0 and DH values; so two sampling rates were compared, 60Hz and 100Hz (Maximum). 
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The objective of this comparison was to see if sampling rate had an effect on applicability of S0 
and DH data on activity identification. Although the Minimax V4’s sampling rate cannot be 
adjusted, the data could be manipulated when calculating S0 and DH. Then the activity 
identification process was applied to see how well the activities were separated for each 
sampling rate. 
Since it was determined that the optimum resolution/bin size to use for calculating S0 was the 
iPhone’s resolution, the rest of the S0 calculations were based on that. Then two sampling rates 
were compared: 60Hz and 100Hz, where 100Hz was the maximum sampling rate available for 
the three devices. S0 and DH were calculated for acceleration data from all three devices and at 
the two different sampling rates. Then the data were tagged according to the ranked activities 
shown in figure 4.1 and then the corresponding S0 were plotted against DH. 
Each ranked activity was plotted with a different color symbol as described earlier in Section 4.3 
and shown here in Figures 5.6, 5.7 &5.8. The ideal plot will have the optimum conditions for 
activity identification and it should fulfill these two criteria: 
i. Maximum range of S0 and DH and area of coverage (range of S0 x range of DH) (figure 5.5). 
ii. Ease of separation between plotted activities, i.e. minimal separation lines 
 
Figure 5.6 –Area of coverage for all activities during lab test run. 
Table 5.2 shows the range of S0 and DH values for all three devices at the two sampling rates. 
Comparing between the 60Hz and 100Hz data, the 60Hz data have better area of coverage for 
all three devices with the iPod having the best coverage. 
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Table 5.2 – Comparison of S0 and DH range and area of coverage 
 60Hz sampling rate 100Hz sampling rate 
Sensors S0 DH Coverage S0 DH Coverage 
iPod 0.826 0.719 0.594 0.839 0.701 0.588 
iPhone 0.831 0.653 0.543 0.763 0.600 0.458 
Minimax 0.975 0.475 0.463 0.826 0.449 0.371 
 
 
Figure 5.7 – Comparison of 60Hz (Left) and 100Hz (Right) sampling rate for the iPhone acceleration 
data 
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Figure 5.8 – Comparison of 60Hz (Left) and 100Hz (Right) sampling rate for the iPod acceleration data 
 
Figure 5.9 – Comparison of 60Hz (Left) and 100Hz (Right) sampling rate for the Minimax acceleration 
data 
In terms of separation of plotted activity on the S0 and DH graph, the iPhone and iPod only 
required 4 boundary lines in their 60Hz plot compared to their 100Hz counterparts which 
needed 5 (figure 5.6&5.7). However for the Minimax, the 60Hz S0-DH plot presented a complex 
separation scheme (figure 5.8) where a diagonal separation line (the red dotted line) will be 
required to segregate Rank 3 (light blue) and Rank 2 (green) activities. This will complicate the 
Decision template formulation process and ultimately finding the level of each activity for the 
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athletes. Although activities in all three 100Hz plot could be separated by straight boundary 
lines, it still required at least 5 lines. 
Sensor selection outcome 
Looking at the S0-DH plots (or 2D activity mapping), it is clear that the Minimax will not be 
suitable for activity identification in wheelchair rugby. That leaves the iPod and iPhone. 
Between them, the iPod has better coverage on the 2D activity mapping. On top of that, the 
iPod is a lighter device and has much better sensor resolution. Thus the final outcome for 
sensor selection was the iPod paired with the iPhone’s resolution as bin size for computing S0; 
and that was used for measuring accelerations in the wheelchair rugby matches.  
 
Figure 5.10 –The three sensors: iPod 4th generation, iPhone 3GS and Minimax V4 (Left to right; 
pictures are not to scale) 
 
Table 5.3– Summary table of sensor devices and their optimal parameters 
 iPod iPhone Minimax (Mx) 
Device resolution 0.000015 0.018112 0.006 
More optimal value of bin size (S0) – 
iPhone (0.018112) or Mx (0.006) 
iPhone iPhone iPhone 
Optimum Sampling rate – 60 or 100Hz 60Hz 60Hz 60Hz 
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5.3 Optimizing S0 & DH calculations 
After the sensor selection process was completed, the input parameters affecting acceleration 
data measurement were set and ready for collecting data off wheelchair rugby matches. Then, 
before S0 and DH were calculated, there were two factors to consider. First was the size of the 
sliding window width, and secondly, the value of the acceleration amplitude multiplier. 
Window Width optimization 
Previous studies have discussed about the influence of window width on the effectiveness of 
the fractal dimension derived. Window widths that are too small may result in too much noise 
in the fractal dimension (Esteller et al., 2001). However if the window width is too wide, it could 
miss out key activities or information (Gnitecki and Moussavi, 2003). So the purpose of 
selecting an optimum window width was to regulate the S0 and DH values for a more accurate 
identification of wheelchair rugby activities using the Decision Template. The percentage 
change in the level of each ranked activity should be minimal at the optimum window width. S0 
and DH values calculated using the optimum width will also not be too noisy or over-filtered. 
The optimization was carried out by testing out a range of window widths from 0.5 seconds to 5 
seconds (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0 & 5.0); or at a sampling rate of 60Hz, window width 
of 30 to 300 data points. The 9 different window widths were applied to calculate S0 and DH for 
acceleration data from an actual match quarter. At the same time, the acceleration data were 
tagged with the 5 ranked activities, and the Decision Template was created for that athlete so 
that the entire match quarter can be classified into the 5 activities. Two comparisons were 
carried out to see the effect of window width adjustment: 
1) Differences in the S0 and DH data  
2) Differences (percentage changes) in the distribution of activity classification. 
The window width range that displays the most stable level of activities in all five ranks is the 
optimum one. 
The optimization process was carried out with acceleration data from one wheelchair rugby 
match quarter. But since it required comparing the effect of window width to level of activities, 
which means the decision template needed to be established, and therefore the data from that 
entire wheelchair rugby match was processed (S0 and DH calculated). This was completed with a 
window width of 2.5 seconds on the S0 and DH calculations (Figure 5.10) 
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Figure 5.11 – Flow chart of the window width comparison & selection process. 
After the decision template was established and the levels of all five activities were derived, 
seven other window widths were applied to calculate S0 and DH of the one match quarter. That 
gave eight sets of S0 and DH data, which was plotted and compared (figure 5.11 & 5.12). Then 
the level of all five activities (Ranking) were compared for the different window widths and 
finally based on the analysis of the two comparisons, the optimum window width was selected. 
 
Effect on S0 and DH data 
Plotting S0 and DH VS time for the different window widths (figure 5.11 & 5.12), and just 
comparing the graphs and the effect of the window widths: 
 The 5 sec window width (light pink lines) acted like a filter, cutting off the peaks in both 
S0 and DH VS time plots;  
 On the opposite end, the 0.5 sec window width (dark blue lines) gave DH better 
resolution (or greater range) but also added more noise to bothS0 and DH. 
 For S0, as window width increased, the multiple peaks (‘n’s) widened and merged; while 
the valleys (‘U’s) became narrower and in some instances almost merging with the 
peaks. Also the values of S0 generally increased with window width. 
 For DH, as window width increased, the peaks also widened while the valleys narrowed. 
Although in terms of magnitude, the peaks became lower (less) while the valleys 
became shallower (raised up); thus an increase in window width produced a filter effect 
for DH generally. 
Wheelchair rugby match 
data (sampled at 60Hz) 
S0 & DH calculation       
(2.5 sec window width) 
Decision 
Template 
Ranking   (Pie 
Charts) 
Quarter 1 
data 
Quarter 2 
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Quarter 3 
data 
Quarter 4 
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Window width 
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Figure 5.12 – S0 vs time at different window widths 
 
 
Figure 5.13 –DH vs time at different window widths 
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Effect on activity ranking 
Applying the decision template on the eight sets of S0 and DH values, eight sets of ranking data 
were gathered. Table 5.4 shows for each window width, the level or quantity of each ranked 
activity and the percentage of each activity during the match quarter.  
Table 5.4 – Amount of activities with varying window widths applied 
Window 
Width 
Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5 
Level % Level % Level % Level % Level % 
0.5 8234 
20.86 
6423 
16.27 
7992 
20.25 
12558 
31.82 
4262 
10.80 
1 6927 
17.56 
5873 
14.89 
7570 
19.19 
14731 
37.35 
4338 
11.00 
1.5 6121 
15.53 
5975 
15.16 
8265 
20.97 
14997 
38.05 
4051 
10.28 
2 5543 
14.08 
6020 
15.29 
8345 
21.19 
15490 
39.34 
3981 
10.11 
2.5 4974 
12.64 
6677 
16.97 
8950 
22.75 
14880 
37.82 
3868 
9.83 
3 4511 
11.47 
6914 
17.58 
8777 
22.32 
15215 
38.70 
3902 
9.92 
4 3902 
9.94 
7388 
18.82 
9485 
24.16 
15319 
39.02 
3165 
8.06 
5 3220 
8.21 
7780 
19.85 
10046 
25.63 
15378 
39.23 
2775 
7.08 
 
Plotting the percentage of activities with change in window width (Figure 5.13); there were a 
few things that could be noted from the plot: 
 Rank 1 activity (yellow) was highest with the smallest window width (0.5 seconds) and 
decreased as the window width size increased. This was likely a result of a ‘finer 
resolution’ in activity identification where very short periods (0.5 seconds) of ‘No 
Activity’ in between other activities could be identified and counted.  
 Rank 2 and 3 (light blue and green) generally increased with window width size.  
 Rank 4 activity levels were relatively stable between the 1 second and 5 second window 
widths.  
 Rank 5 activity levels were relatively stable up to the 3 second window and after which 
it started to decrease. 
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Figure 5.14 – Level of Activities with varying Window widths 
In order to further analyze the effect of window width on level of activities, the percentage of 
activities was plotted with varying window widths and a two percent filter* was applied on 
each of the ranked activity (Figure 5.14). The aim of the two percent filter was to identify the 
ranges of window width (at least across three points) where the percentage change was within 
two percent – therefore indicating a stable level of activity regardless of window width size. 
Then where the two percent filters overlaps across the various Ranks – that will be the 
optimum range of window width.  
Looking at the graph (Figure 5.14): 
 Rank 1 activity dropped consistently, so the two percent filter was not applicable. 
 For the other four Ranks, there were two possible optimum range –  
1) The 1 to 2 sec window widths (smaller orange vertical rectangle) 
2) The 1.5 to 2 sec window widths.  
 Then taking the lowest percentage change in Rank 1 into consideration, which was in 
the range of 2 to 3 sec (yellow dotted rectangle), optimum range (1) will be excluded 
while optimum range (2) became narrowed down to 2 to 2.5 sec. 
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Figure 5.15 – Applying a 2% filter on each of the Ranks and identifying the optimum range of window 
width – window widths that fall within the 2% filters of each Rank. 
Final selection outcome 
Based on the effect of window width on activity ranking, it was clear that the optimum, stable 
window width was either 2 or 2.5 seconds. Then considering how S0 and DH values reacted to 
window width variations (Figure 5.15), the 2 seconds window width showed more noise 
compared to the 2.5 seconds window width. Finally comparing the activity ranking and original 
acceleration signal (Figure 5.16), it was clear that the 2.5 second window width was again more 
stable and had less noise. Therefore it was the 2.5 second window width that was selected in 
the end. 
2% change in activities 
2.4% change (lowest) 
(2) 1.5 – 2.5 sec 
(1) 1 – 2 sec 
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Figure 5.16 –S0(Bottom) and DH(Top) comparison with window widths 2.0 (Green) and 2.5 (Red) 
seconds. 
 
Figure 5.17 –Comparison of window widths 2.0 and 2.5 seconds with Activity Ranking and acceleration 
signal 
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Amplitude Multiplier Optimization 
The objective of optimizing the amplitude multiplier, m, in equation 18, was similar to 
optimizing the window width – to optimize the range of values of DH such that there can be a 
clearer separation of the five different wheelchair rugby activities and therefore aid in 
determining the decision template. 
   √  (       )  (
 
  
)       (18) 
The amplitude optimization cannot be applied on S0 data because the derivation of S0 is 
dependent on the bin size and it will not be capable of handling the multiplied acceleration data. 
Thus this optimization is exclusively for DH. 
9 different multipliers (0.01, 0.1, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 1000, & 10000) were applied to the same 
match quarter acceleration data to give 9 sets of data. Then 9 sets of DH values were calculated 
from the data sets and compared to find the optimum multiplier value. 
The optimization process was as follows: 
i. For each set of DH data, the following parameters were determined: maximum value, 
DHmax, minimum value, DHmin, range (DHmax – DHmin) and mean (DHmax + DHmin)/2. Then 
based on these values, the conditions for an optimum m value are:  
 Maximized range (DHmax – DHmin) value, although it should not be greater than 1 
 DHmax should be less than 2. 
 DHmin should be greater than 1. 
ii. The 9 sets of DH data were plotted against time and compared with the acceleration 
signal for usability. In this case, different types of accelerations should be reflected in 
the DH values.  
 
 
Figure 5.18 Acceleration vs Time plot, arrows indicate activities of min and max DH 
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Descriptive statistics 
Table 5.5 shows the descriptive statistics of the 9 sets of DH data; and plotting DH against log m 
shows that both DHmax and DHmin reaches an asymptotic value (Figure 5.19).  
Based on the descriptive statistics, the ‘m’ value that fulfilled the conditions for optimum DH 
was ‘1’, or when Log m was ‘0’.  
Table 5.5 – Descriptive statistics of DH data with 9 different multipliers 
Multiplier, m Log m DHmax DHmin DHrange DHmean max-mean 
0.01 -2.00 1.04 1.00 0.04 1.02 0.02 
0.10 -1.00 1.50 1.00 0.51 1.25 0.25 
1.00 0.00 1.99 1.08 0.90 1.53 0.45 
5.00 0.70 2.13 1.20 0.93 1.66 0.46 
10.00 1.00 2.14 1.21 0.93 1.67 0.47 
50.00 1.70 2.15 1.21 0.94 1.68 0.47 
100.00 2.00 2.15 1.21 0.94 1.68 0.47 
1000.00 3.00 2.15 1.20 0.95 1.68 0.47 
10000.00 4.00 2.15 1.20 0.95 1.68 0.47 
 
 
Figure 5.19 – Top: DH against log of the multiplier m; Bottom:. 
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DH against time 
Plotting the 9 sets of DH values and acceleration data against time, the optimum set of DH 
values was the one with unit multiplier (Blue plot in Figure 5.18). It was known based on 
descriptive statistics, the multipliers less than ‘1’ (0.10 and 0.01) had limited range of DH – 0.51 
and 0.04. This was not ideal for separating and identifying between different activities. For 
multipliers higher than ‘1’, although the DH range was high, they were not ideal for separating 
activities because they tend to have higher values for “Low level activities” which in some cases 
were higher than “High speed pushing” (Figure 5.18). On the other hand, DH with multiplier ‘1’, 
had lower values for the “Low level activities” and higher values for “High speed pushing” and 
‘Extreme collisions”. 
 
Figure 5.20 – Comparing DH and acceleration against time 
5.4 Summary 
The objective of optimizing S0 and DH was to obtain suitable sets of data that will be optimum 
for wheelchair rugby activity identification. S0 and DH values can be optimized from as early as 
the stage of selecting the sensor for capturing acceleration data, followed by the optimizing the 
process or calculations of S0 and DH. 
The outcome of this optimization was to use the Apple iPod as the device for collecting 
acceleration data of wheelchair rugby athletes during competitions. The acceleration data will 
be sampled at 60Hz. For the S0 calculation process, the optimum bin size was 0.018112. Then 
Low level activities 
High speed 
pushing 
Extreme 
Collision 
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the optimum window width for calculating a running S0 and DH was 2.5 seconds or 150 data 
points at 60 data points per second. Finally no multiplier was required for optimum application 
of DH.  
With the optimum parameters sorted out, they could then be applied to all the acceleration 
data obtained for the rest of this study. The outcome and results for match performance and 
activity analysis will be presented and discussed in the subsequent chapter. 
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6.  Results 
6.1 Overview 
A Wheelchair rugby match is played by two teams, with eight players on the court, four from 
each team. Players are classified according to their functional level and assigned a classification 
point ranging from 0.5 (the lowest functional level) to 3.5 (the highest functional level). The 
total classification value of all players on the court for a team at one time cannot exceed eight 
points (Hart et al., 2011). This is for maintaining a more level playing field.  
The players are generally grouped into three main classes based on their functional level and 
main role on the court: 1) Low pointer – mainly blocker or defender; 2) Mid pointer – defender 
and ball handler; 3) High pointer – ball handler and playmaker(Hart et al., 2011). This difference 
in the three classes’ roles and functional levels, could lead to a difference in their level of 
activity and in their performance analysis outcomes. Morgulec-Adamowicz et al. (2010) 
performed a study at the 2008 Paralympic Games on game efficiency and found that generally 
there was a tendency for high-point class players to perform better. Likewise, Molik et al. (2008) 
also found significant differences in game efficiency between 0.5-1.5 and 2.0-3.5 class players. 
The objective of this chapter is to apply the match performance and activity analysis methods 
on wheelchair rugby athletes of the various classifications and ultimately investigate a 
correlation between classification of athletes and the performance and activity analysis 
outcomes.  
Performance and activity curves and activity identification were applied for individual athletes’ 
match quarter data. Since athletes sometimes got substituted during a quarter, only match 
quarters where the athlete played the full quarter were analyzed. 
6.2 Acceleration Data  
Based on the sensor selection outcome described in section 5.2, the Apple 4th Generation iPods 
were selected and used for capturing forward/backward acceleration data, and the input 
parameters for processing S0 and DH were based on the optimization outcomes from Chapter 5. 
A summary of those parameters are shown in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1 –Parameters for calculating S0 and DH 
Parameters Values 
Accelerometer resolution 0.000015 (iPod)  
Bin size (for S0 calculation) 0.018112 
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Sampling rate 60Hz 
Window Width 2.5 seconds 
Acceleration amplitude multiplier, m 1 
 
6.2 Performance curves (S0) 
There were a total of 42 full match quarter data from the five athletes. Performance curves 
were determined for every quarter. Average performance curves for each athlete in each 
match were also determined. The overall average performance curve for each athlete was also 
determined. For every average performance curve, three levels of performance were noted: at 
25%, 50% and 75% of the match quarter. It will be interesting to observe if the performance 
curves will reveal how the athletes of different classifications vary in their performance over 
each match quarter, or not. 
Performance of athletes in each match quarter 
Generally the athletes had more convex performance curves for the first quarter of each match, 
which meant high performances in the first quarter. The exceptions were for the High Pointer, 
HP1 in matches 1 and 5 (Figure 6.1) and Low Pointer, LP2 in matches 5 and 6 (Figure 6.3), where 
they did not play all four quarters of each match.  
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Figure 6.1 - Performance curves and average performance curves of High Pointer, HP1 
 
Figure 6.2 – Performance curves and average performance curves of Mid Pointers, MP1 & MP2 
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Figure 6.3 - Performance curves and average performance curves of Low Pointers, LP1 & LP2 
Overall performance of each athlete 
Comparing the average performance curves of the different athletes (Figure 6.4), it is clear that 
HP1 had the best overall performance (Blue line) and LP1 had the least (Brown line), whereas it 
was not that clear for everybody else in between them. Looking at 25% of the match quarter, 
MP2 had higher performance, followed by MP1 and LP2. If the comparison was made at 50% of 
the match quarter, it was LP2 first, followed by MP1 and MP2. However if comparing at 90% of 
the match quarter, it was MP1, followed by LP2 and MP2. 
77.3% 
69.6% 
53.6% 
78.9% 
69.0% 
50.6% 
81.9% 
76.0% 
64.0% 
82.2% 
75.9% 
60.7% 
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Figure 6.4 – Average performance curves of the five athletes 
Table 6.2 – Match quarter time (%) and corresponding average S0 (%) for the five athletes 
Match Quarter Time (%) Overall S0 average of each athlete (%) 
HP1 MP1 MP2 LP1 LP2 
25 85.4 81.3 82.3 79.2 82.0 
50 76.0 73.8 71.6 69.3 76.0 
75 66.0 62.6 60.2 53.8 66.6 
90 57.5 54.6 48.8 35.9 53.2 
 
 
Overall performance of each classification 
Combining the S0 data for each classification (High, Mid and Low Pointers) and re-plotting the 
performance curves for each them (Figure 6.5), it is again clear that the High Pointer had the 
best performance, and the Mid Pointers had better performance for 30% of the Match quarters 
25% 50% 
90% 
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and the Low Pointers performed better than the Mid Pointers between 30% to 80% of the 
Match quarters. 
 
Figure 6.5 – Average performance curves of the three classifications 
In summary the performance curves revealed how the athletes performed over each quarter as 
a percentage. Generally, the more convex the curve, the better the overall performance of that 
quarter. The curves also reveal that the Mid-pointers could have short bouts of higher 
performance (where there is a higher S0 for 25% of the match quarter), but over longer periods 
that could change and their performance level could become lower than the Low-pointers. This 
is evident in both Figures 6.4 and 6.5. But the High-pointer is definitely at a higher performance 
throughout the match quarters. This outcome could be attributed to their classification as well 
as their different roles in the team, which incidentally is determined by their classification. 
More about this will be discussed in Chapter 7.   
 
 
Mid Pointer > 
Low Pointer 
Low Pointer > 
Mid Pointer 
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6.3 Activity curves (DH) 
Similar to the Performance curves, Activity curves were determined for every quarter. Average 
activity curves for each athlete in each match and the overall average activity curve for each 
athlete was also determined. For every average activity curve, three levels of activity were 
noted: at 25%, 50% and 75% of the match quarter. Then similar to the performance curves, it 
will be interesting to observe how activity levels differ between the athletes in terms of their 
different classifications and if that is similar to the performance curves. 
 
Activity level of athletes in each match quarter 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6 - Activity curves and average activity curves of High Pointer, HP1 
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Figure 6.7 - Activity curves and average activity curves of Mid Pointers, MP1 & MP2 
 
Figure 6.8 - Activity curves and average activity curves of Low Pointers, LP1 & LP2 
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Overall activity level of each athlete 
Comparing the average activity curves of the different athletes (Figure 6.9), it is clear that MP1 
had the best overall performance (Light blue line), followed by LP2 (Green line) and LP1 had the 
least (Brown line). Up to 52% of the match quarter, MP2 was higher than HP1. Then HP1 was 
higher than MP2 after 52% of the match quarter.  
 
 
Figure 6.9 - Average activity curves of the five athletes 
 
Overall activity level of each classification 
Combining the DH data for each classification (High, Mid and Low Pointers) and re-plotting the 
activity curves for each them (Figure 6.10), the Mid Pointers were rated highest followed by the 
Low Pointers and the High Pointer for 54% of the Match quarter. Then between 54 to 82% of 
the match quarter, it was the Mid Pointers followed by the High Pointer and the Low Pointers. 
Finally above 82% of the match quarter, the High Pointer was rated highest followed by the Mid 
Pointers and the Low Pointers.  
HP1 
MP1 
MP2 
LP1 
LP2 
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Figure 6.10 - Average activity curves of the three classifications 
In summary, the activity curves portray how active the athletes were over each match quarter. 
This result shows a huge contrast to the performance curves where the High-pointer had better 
performance than the rest. In this case, the Mid-pointers showed higher activity levels for up to 
82% of the average match quarter. It was only the Low-pointer, LP1 who consistently produced 
the lowest performance curves (S0) and activity curves (DH). But quite similar to the 
performance curves, average activity levels for two athletes (HP1 and MP2) varied over the 
period of the average match quarter (Fig 6.9). This again could be attributed to the athletes’ 
classifications and roles and will be discussed further in Chapter 7. 
 
Mid Pointer > 
Low Pointer > 
High Pointer 
Mid Pointer > 
High Pointer > 
Low Pointer 
High Pointer > 
Mid Pointer > 
Low Pointer 
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6.4 Activities ranking 
There are five different wheelchair rugby activities identified: 1) No activity, 2) Low activity, 3) 
High speed coast down, 4) High speed pushing and 5) Extreme collisions. By applying a 2D 
mapping method (Decision template) on S0 and DH data determined from forward/backwards 
acceleration signal of a wheelchair athlete system during a match, the amount of those five 
activities can be determined for that athlete. But before the Decision template can be applied, 
the boundaries of the map or template needs to be determined using the process discussed in 
Section 4.4 and summarized in Figure 6.11. Since the different athletes need to have a different 
Decision Template, the entire process was applied to the five different athletes and the 
outcome is presented subsequently. Three things that will be of interest in this section is the 
accuracy of the ranking outcome, and how the decision templates and activity ranking vary 
between the athletes. 
 
Figure 6.11 – Process flow for determining the Decision template and activities ranking for each 
athlete 
Activities 
identification and 
tagging 
Video 
footage 
Match Acceleration 
signal 
S0 and DH 
Histograms - Determine 
Boundaries for 2D map  
Decision 
Template 
Activities ranking  
Pie Charts & Box Plots 
Ranking verification  
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Histograms and Decision templates 
All histograms of overlapping key activities belonging to all five athletes are shown in Figures 
6.12 – 6.16. The cut-off values that forms a Decision Template for each athlete is shown in 
Table 6.3. The Decision Templates vary between the three different classifications of players 
(Hi-pointer, Mid-pointer and Low-pointer) because their level of push amplitudes may vary. This 
may be due to the varied level of their disability and this in turn affects the S0 and DH values. On 
top of that, the template may even vary between players of the same classification because of 
the level of their training and participation (e.g. Paralympic games level, National level and 
State league level). 
  
Intersection of normal fit: 0.89 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank1+2+3): 0.88, 
(Rank4+5):0.88] =>0.88 
Intersection of normal fit: 1.325 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank 1): 1.33, (Rank 
2):1.33 ]=>1.33 
  
Intersection of normal fit: 1.495 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank 2): 1.5, (Rank 3):1.5] 
=>1.5 
Intersection of normal fit: 1.72 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank 4): 1.71, (Rank 5):1.75] 
=>1.73 
Figure 6.12 – Histogram plots of HP1; 
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Intersection of normal fit: 0.845 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank1+2+3): 0.84, 
(Rank4+5):0.85] =>0.845 
Intersection of normal fit: 1.295 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank 1): 1.3, (Rank 
2):1.32 ]=>1.31 
  
Intersection of normal fit: 1.55 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank 2): 1.55, (Rank 3):1.55] 
=>1.55 
 
Intersection of normal fit: 1.715 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank 4): 1.72, (Rank 5):1.73] 
=>1.725 
Figure 6.13 – Histogram plots of MP1; 
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Intersection of normal fit: 0.875 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank1+2+3): 0.81, 
(Rank4+5):0.87] =>0.84 
Intersection of normal fit: 1.26 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank 1): 1.26, (Rank 
2):1.29 ]=>1.275 
 
 
Intersection of normal fit: 1.47 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank 2): 1.47, (Rank 3):1.45] 
=>1.46 
Intersection of normal fit: 1.745 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank 4): 1.73, (Rank 5):1.73] 
=>1.73 
Figure 6.14 – Histogram plots of MP2; 
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Intersection of normal fit: 0.78 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank1+2+3): 0.76, 
(Rank4+5):0.81] =>0.785 
 
Intersection of normal fit: 1.19 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank 1): 1.19, (Rank 
2):1.2 ]=>1.195 
 
  
Intersection of normal fit: 1.44 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank 2): 1.37, (Rank 3):1.41] 
=>1.395 
 
Intersection of normal fit: 1.65 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank 4): 1.65, (Rank 5):1.65] 
=>1.65 
 
Figure 6.15 – Histogram plots of LP1; 
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Intersection of normal fit: 0.74 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank1+2+3): 0.71, 
(Rank4+5):0.77] =>0.74 
 
Intersection of normal fit: 1.22 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank 1): 1.17, (Rank 
2):1.2 ]=>1.185 
 
  
Intersection of normal fit: 1.45 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank 2): 1.4, (Rank 3):1.42] 
=>1.42 
Intersection of normal fit: 1.74 
Rapid Drop method: [(Rank 4): 1.71, (Rank 5):1.73] 
=>1.72 
 
Figure 6.16 – Histogram plots of LP2; 
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Decision template and classification trends 
Comparing the Decision templates for the three classifications of athletes, there appeared to be 
a general trend of the boundary values (A, B, C & D) dropping from the Hi-Pointer to the Low-
Pointers (Figure 6.17). 
In terms of S0 boundary, A, there is an obvious downwards shift as the classification of the 
athletes goes from high to low and also similarly between higher and lower competitive levels 
(Table 6.3), which is in line with the fact that S0 is directly related to energy released. So Rank 4 
and 5 activities for the High Pointer were of higher S0 (or higher energy released) than the Mid 
and Low Pointers; and comparing within the Mid and Low Pointers, the athletes competing at a 
higher level (Paralympic Games versus National League) have higher S0 for their Rank 4 and 5 
activities. 
Table 6.3 – Decision templates for all five athletes 
Athlete Name Class Competitive Level A B C D 
HP1 
 
High pointer Paralympic Games 0.88 1.33 1.5 1.73 
MP1 Mid pointer Paralympic Games 0.845 1.31 1.55 1.725 
MP2 Mid pointer National League 0.84 1.275 1.46 1.73 
LP1 Low pointer National League 0.785 1.195 1.395 1.65 
LP2 Low pointer State League 0.74 1.185 1.42 1.72 
 
 
Class Boundary Lines 
A B C D 
HP 0.88 1.33 1.5 1.73 
MP 0.843 1.293 1.48 1.728 
LP 0.763 1.19 1.408 1.685 
Figure 6.17 – Variation of the decision templates in the different class of athletes (refer back to figure 
4.17 for details about boundary lines) 
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
Hi-Pointer Mid-Pointer Low-Pointer
A
B
C
D
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Accuracy of ranking  
Once the decision templates for each athlete were established, they can be applied to all the 
match data to determine the level of ranked activities in each match quarter. But before going 
further with the analysis of the level of ranked activities, the ranking had to be verified for its 
accuracy. This was carried out with one match quarter data by plotting the ranking and 
acceleration, and identifying by blocks of 50 data points where ranking was inconsistent with 
the activity as reflected by the acceleration signal (Figure 6.18). The result was an accuracy of 
95.95%.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.18 – A match quarter of HP1; Total points in error – 1350 out of 33311 points in total. 
Equivalent to error of 4.05%. 
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T-Test between athletes 
T-Tests were conducted to determine if the S0 and DH values were significantly different between the 
three classifications of athletes (High Pointer, Mid Pointer and Low Pointer) in each Ranked activity (No 
Activity, Low Activity, High Speed Coast Down, High Speed Pushing and Extreme Collisions).  
The results of the T-Tests can be seen in Table 6.4 and 6.5. Due to the huge sample size of the data 
(greater than 100,000), the outcome will usually tend to be statistically significant. If the sample sizes 
were to be adjusted manually, some of the outcomes can become not statistically significant. Therefore, 
simply looking at the T-Test outcomes is not appropriate in this case.  
Table 6.4 – T-Test results comparing S0 values 
S0 Comparison Rank 1 – No 
Activity 
Rank 2 – Low 
Activity 
Rank 3 – High 
Speed Coast 
Down 
Rank 4 – High 
Speed Pushing 
Rank 5 – 
Extreme 
Collisions 
High Pointer VS 
Mid Pointers 
p = 0.436 (Not 
significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
High Pointer VS 
Low Pointers 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
Mid Pointers VS 
Low Pointers 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
 
Table 6.5 - T-Test results comparing DH values  
DH Comparison Rank 1 – No 
Activity 
Rank 2 – Low 
Activity 
Rank 3 – High 
Speed Coast 
Down 
Rank 4 – High 
Speed Pushing 
Rank 5 – 
Extreme 
Collisions 
High Pointer VS 
Mid Pointers 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
High Pointer VS 
Low Pointers 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
Mid Pointers VS 
Low Pointers 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
p < 0.0001 
(Significant) 
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Pie charts and Box-plots  
The number of data points for each key activity, of each match quarter were tallied and plotted 
in Pie charts (Figures 6.19 – 6.23). The amount of each ranked activity (e.g. Extreme Collisions) 
will be different in different match quarters for the same athlete. Therefore, Box-plots were 
constructed for each athlete showing the range of quantity for each key activity in all the match 
quarters. The Box-plots also show mean values (Figure 6.24). 
  
 
   
 
Figure 6.19 – Pie Charts of HP1 – Activities of Matches 1, 2, 5, 6 and the Overall average 
 
                 
 
Figure 6.20 – Pie Charts of MP1 – Activities of Matches 4, 6 and the Overall average 
 
Match 1 Match 2 
Match 5 Match 6 Overall 
average 
Match 4 Match 6 Overall 
average 
1 No Activity | 2 Low Activity | 3 High Speed Coast Down | 4 High Speed Pushing| 5 Extreme Collisions 
1 No Activity | 2 Low Activity | 3 High Speed Coast Down | 4 High Speed Pushing| 5 Extreme Collisions 
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Figure 6.21 – Pie Charts of MP2 - Activities of Matches 3, 5 and the Overall average 
   
 
Figure 6.22 – Pie Charts of LP1 - Activities of Matches 3, 4 and the Overall average 
                               
 
Figure 6.23 – Pie Charts of LP2 - Activities of Matches 5, 6 and the Overall average 
 
From the Box-plots (Figure 6.24), a distinct pattern is observed in the Low-Pointers where they 
have a lot more Hi-Speed Pushing compared to the other four activities, giving it a “hook shape” 
pattern. Then combining the average activities values of the Mid-Pointers and Low-Pointers 
respectively (Figure 6.25), it reveals three distinct patterns – the High Pointer having an 
Match 3 Match 5 Overall 
average 
Match 3 Match 4 Overall 
average 
Match 5 Match 6 Overall 
average 
1 No Activity | 2 Low Activity | 3 High Speed Coast Down | 4 High Speed Pushing| 5 Extreme Collisions 
1 No Activity | 2 Low Activity | 3 High Speed Coast Down | 4 High Speed Pushing| 5 Extreme Collisions 
1 No Activity | 2 Low Activity | 3 High Speed Coast Down | 4 High Speed Pushing| 5 Extreme Collisions 
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inverted L shape, the Mid-Pointers having an inverted U shape and finally the Low-Pointers 
having a hook shape pattern. 
 
Table 6.6 – Average activities for all five athletes 
Athletes 
Ranked activities 
No Activity Low Activity High speed 
coast down 
Hi speed 
pushing 
Extreme 
collisions 
HP1 4555 7131 8750 10920 3677 
MP1 3036 5089 10932 8905 6100 
MP2 4964 6469 8197 9601 4043 
LP1 4426 7624 5797 12562 3017 
LP2 1704 5535 6681 15276 5341 
 
 
Figure 6.24 – Box plots of the individual athletes 
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Table 6.7 – Average activities grouped by classifications 
Classification 
Ranked activities 
No Activity Low Activity High speed 
coast down 
Hi speed 
pushing 
Extreme 
collisions 
HP 4573 7112 8767 11386 3675 
MP 4000 5779 9564 9253 5043 
LP 3131 6599 6174 14413 3703 
 
 
Figure 6.25 – Average activities values for the three different classes of athletes 
In summary, the Activity ranking procedure has proven to have an accuracy of up to 95%. The 
Decision templates showed an obvious linear trend between the three classifications, with the 
high pointer having higher Decision template values; and a subtle trend between the three 
competitive levels (Paralympic games, National league and State league), particularly between 
the Mid-pointers and the Low-pointers. Then in terms of amount of ranked activities, there are 
some interesting observations. Firstly the Low-pointers had more High speed pushing, while 
having much less High speed coast downs. This could be due to them not reaching speeds high 
enough for longer coast downs and their wheelchairs having higher rolling resistance causing 
them to slow down quicker. Secondly, the Mid-pointers had comparable amounts of High speed 
pushing to High speed coast downs, which seems quite logical. On the other hand, the High-
pointer also had more High speed pushing than High speed coast downs. That could be because 
he was braking more often than allowing his wheelchair to coast down. So the amount of 
ranked activities for the various athletes could reflect their style of playing or their roles during 
each match. This also will be discussed further in Chapter 7. 
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6.5 Match comparison 
The previous sections presented the performance curves, activity curves as well as activities 
ranking for each individual athlete and the average for each functional classification. This 
section will present the analyses of each match with different athletes. This means the 
performance and activity curves of the athletes playing in the same match were plotted 
together in the same graph and compared. Except Match 1 and Match 2 which had only one 
athlete’s data, the other matches (3 – 6) had either two or three athletes. Match scores were 
also noted, so other than presenting an alternative view of performance curves, activity curves 
and activity ranking, a relation could possibly be made with match scores.  
 
Comparison of team mates - Match 3 analysis  
In Match 3, LP1 and MP2 were playing in the Black team and the final score of the match was: 
Black team – 17 and White team – 25. MP2 displayed greater amounts of efforts (S0) and also 
rated higher in terms of activity (DH). 
In terms of Activities ranking (Figure 6.27), LP1 had more High speed pushing and the lower 
ranked activities (Rank 1 -3), while MP2 was more active in High speed coast downs.  
  
Figure 6.26 – Comparison of Performance curves (left) and Activity curves (right) between LP1 & MP2. 
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Figure 6.27 –Activities ranking of LP1 (Left) and MP2 (Right) 
 
Comparison of opponents - Match 4 analysis 
In Match 4, LP1 was playing for the Black team while MP1 was playing for the Blue team, and 
the Blue team won with a score of 26 against 24. In both performance and activity curves, MP1 
rated higher than LP1. The overall better performance of MP1 coincided with the Blue team 
winning the match.  
In terms of Activities ranking, LP1 had more amounts of High speed pushing and the lower 
ranked activities (Rank 1 -2), while MP1 had greater amounts of High speed coast down and 
Low activity. 
  
Figure 6.28 - Comparison of Performance curves (left) and Activity curves (right) between LP1 & MP1. 
LP1 MP2 
1 No Activity | 2 Low Activity | 3 High Speed Coast Down | 4 High Speed Pushing| 5 Extreme Collisions 
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Figure 6.29 –Activities ranking of LP1 (Left) and MP1 (Right) 
Comparison of team mates & opponents - Match 5 & 6 analysis  
In Match 5, three athletes were monitored: HP1, LP2 and MP2, where HP1 and LP2 were in the 
Blue team while MP2 was in the Green team. The final score was: Blue team – 29 and Green 
team – 13. Comparing athletes in opposite teams: the Blue team had higher rating in 
performance (S0); and in terms of activity (DH), the Blue team also rated higher for most of the 
match quarter (65 – 100%). This supports the winning outcome of the Blue team. Comparing 
athletes in the same team (HP1 and LP2): they both had comparable results in terms of 
performance (S0) while LP2 rated higher in terms of activity (DH). Looking at their activities 
ranking, LP2 had the highest amount of High speed pushing followed by HP1 then MP2, while 
MP2 had the most High speed coast down. 
  
Figure 6.30 – Comparison of Performance curves (left) and Activity curves (right) between the three 
athletes. 
LP1 MP1 
1 No Activity | 2 Low Activity | 3 High Speed Coast Down | 4 High Speed Pushing| 5 Extreme Collisions 
Blue team > 
Green team 
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Figure 6.31 - Activities ranking of HP1 (Left), LP2 (Middle) and MP2 (Right) 
In Match 6, three athletes acceleration were monitored: HP1, LP2 and MP1, where HP1 and LP2 
were in the Blue team while MP1 was in the Black team. The final score was: Blue team – 21 
and Black team – 31. Comparing athletes in opposite teams: all three athletes were comparable 
in performance (S0); but in terms of activity (DH), the Black team rated higher for up to 90% of 
the match quarter. Comparing athletes in the same team (HP1 and LP2): HP1 rated higher in 
terms of performance (S0) while LP2 rated higher in terms of activity (DH). Looking at their 
activities ranking, LP2 again had the highest amount of High speed pushing followed by HP1 
then MP1, while MP1 had the most High speed coast down, even greater than High speed 
pushing. 
 
Figure 6.32 – Comparison of Performance curves (left) and Activity curves (right) between the three 
athletes. 
HP1 LP2 MP2 
1 No Activity | 2 Low Activity | 3 High Speed Coast Down | 4 High Speed Pushing| 5 Extreme Collisions 
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Figure 6.33 - Activities ranking of HP1 (Left), LP2 (Middle) and MP1 (Right) 
Comparison of different athletes in each match is generally a useful exercise. Although 
comparison of team mates does not show any relation with match score, it is useful for 
evaluating performance within the team. In the other two comparisons (that involves athletes 
in opposite teams), Performance and Activity curves showed a strong linkage with the match 
scores where higher performance or activity levels coincided with the winning team. It is also 
interesting to note that in match 5 and 6, HP1 and LP2 played together in the same team and 
their performance and activity level curves were consistent but the match outcome was a win 
in match 5 and a loss in match 6. The different opponents obviously made a difference in the 
match outcome with MP1 having much higher Activity levels in match 6 than MP2 in match 5; 
and in terms of activity ranking, MP1 had higher Extreme Collisions and High speed pushing 
than MP2. 
6.6 Summary 
Three performance-related analyses were completed in this chapter – 1) Performance Curves, 2) 
Activity Curves and 3) Activities ranking. Five wheelchair rugby athletes playing in six different 
wheelchair rugby matches of a Victorian State League had Apple iPods mounted onto their 
personal rugby wheelchairs to collect forward/backward acceleration data. The acceleration 
data were split into individual match quarters and only quarters where the athletes participated 
fully were analyzed. S0 and DH data were then calculated for all active match quarters using the 
input parameters obtained through the optimization process (Chapter 5). 
The Performance Curves and Activity Curves can be plotted for an individual athlete to compare 
how he/she fared between different match quarters. The Curves of all athletes can be plotted 
HP1 LP2 
MP1
1 No Activity | 2 Low Activity | 3 High Speed Coast Down | 4 High Speed Pushing| 5 Extreme Collisions 
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together for comparing overall performance related parameters; or more specifically, the 
Curves of athletes who played in the same match can be put together for a match analysis. 
Generally, a more convex Performance or Activity curve for each match quarter equates to a 
better overall performance. This was further supported by match scores in the match data 
comparisons between opponents (Section 6.5). 
Pie charts and box-plots of ranked activities provide an insight to the specific activities that each 
athlete performed during each match with an accuracy of up to 95%. Based on the results, 
there were certain trends that were observed for the different classed athletes, such as the 
Low-pointers having more High speed pushing while having much less High speed coast downs 
and Mid-pointers having more High speed coast downs than the High pointer. These could be 
influenced by the athlete’s different functional classifications as well as roles in the team. This 
will be discussed further in the Discussion chapter subsequently. 
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7. Discussion 
7.1 Overview 
In this paper, the methods for wheelchair rugby match analysis have been investigated and it 
basically involves calculating fractal dimensions (S0 and DH) of forward/backward acceleration, 
and activity identification of the wheelchair rugby athletes of different classifications and 
participation level. The methods of calculating S0 and DH requires several input variables and 
adjusting these variables can affect the values of S0 and DH and so affect their usability. 
Therefore these input variables (Window width, sampling rate, sensor resolution, and sensor 
amplitude or measurement range) had to be optimized with the aim of maximizing the 
applicability of S0 and DH on wheelchair rugby activity identification. 
Three devices were tested in this study and the best device was selected based on optimum S0 
and DH output for wheelchair rugby analysis. The device selection process was not exhaustive in 
nature but the focus was on the method of optimizing the bin size and sampling rate with 
respect to the sensor raw data, in order to select the appropriate device for the job.   
Then using the calculated S0 and DH, three analyses were developed and applied to five 
different wheelchair rugby athletes playing in six different matches. The results were presented 
in the previous Chapter but more about the correlation between performance, activities and 
classification of the athletes, and what it all means to the coach will be discussed in this Chapter. 
There will also be an additional note on the cumulative plot and its relevance in engineering. 
 
7.2 Device Selection and Fractal dimensions  
A sensor device selection process and fractal dimension input optimization process has been 
discussed in Chapter 5 and illustrated in Figure 7.1. The device that was selected for capturing 
forward/backward acceleration data in the wheelchair athlete system was the Apple iPod. It 
was selected based on its sensor resolution coupled with a suitable bin size (for optimizing S0), 
and through the process of selecting the most suitable sampling rate (for optimizing the 2D 
mapping of S0 & DH). After that, steps were taken to select an optimum window width size and 
optimum amplitude multiplier, so that S0 and DH had the most usable range of data. 
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Figure 7.1 Device selection and input parameters optimization process 
Conventional usage of kinematic data in sports movement measurements depicts that higher 
sensor resolution and higher sampling rates gives more accurate data especially for high speed 
movements. However in this case, a lower sampling rate (60Hz as opposed to 100Hz) proved to 
be more effective for utilizing S0 & DH in wheelchair rugby activity identification. 
The optimal sliding window width was selected between sizes 0.5 to 5 seconds or 30 to 300 
data points. At the smallest window width, there was a great amount of noise in the calculated 
S0 & DH. Increasing the window width size filtered the noise, but pass a certain size and S0 & DH 
started to get ‘flatter’ or their range of values decreased thus causing it to be less useful. In the 
end, an optimum window width size (2.5 seconds or 150 data points) was selected that 
produced S0 & DH with minimal noise and maximal data range and distribution. Also, the level of 
the five ranked activities was also most stable at window widths between 2.0 – 2.5 seconds.  
Amplitude of acceleration data was found to be optimum at its original level – multiplier of 1. 
The conditions for selecting an optimum multiplier were similar to the window width selection 
process – maximal data range and distribution in DH for ease of activity identification in 
wheelchair rugby. Finally, verifying the final ranked activities of an athlete’s match quarter data, 
the result was an accuracy of 95.95%. 
If another set of sensor devices with different sensor (accelerometer) resolutions and 
measuring range were used, the whole process of device selection and fractal dimension input 
parameter optimization (Figure 7.1) can still be applied to determine the best device for the 
optimum S0 & DH output. The bottom line is, S0 and DH values have to be optimum for the 
application; in this case it is for having the best range of values for determining the 
performance and activity curves, as well as for wheelchair rugby activity identification using the 
2D mapping of S0 and DH. If S0 and DH were to be used for a different application, the entire 
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optimization process should then be focused on optimizing the outcome of that new 
application.  
7.3 Correlation of Activity, Performance and Disability Classifications 
Factors that could influence performance of an athlete 
There are three factors that could influence the performance of a wheelchair rugby athlete:  
i. Functional classification – based on the assessment outlined by the International 
Wheelchair Rugby Federation (IWRF) which is basically determined by physical 
capabilities and functional skills (Hart et al., 2011) 
ii. Level of training – as seen in this study, there are three levels of athleticism in the five 
athletes: Paralympics level, National level and State level. So with more training and 
possibly talent, an athlete will improve in performance and therefore be able to move 
up to a higher level of competition; and  
iii. Design of wheelchair – as the different class of athletes play different roles during a 
match (either offensive or defensive or mix), their wheelchairs are also designed 
different for them. For example, Hi-Pointer wheelchairs are typically designed to have 
higher maneuverability, while Low-Pointer wheelchairs have to be more stable and they 
usually have a more protruding pickbar for their defensive roles (Figure 7.2). The 
difference in design affects how fast the chair can go and its rolling resistance, and 
therefore the way the rugby wheelchair coasts down. 
 
Figure 7.2 A Low Pointer rugby wheelchair (Left) and a High Pointer rugby wheelchair (Right). 
 
Pickbar 
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Ranked activities and classifications 
With reference to Figure 6.25, the different levels of Ranked activities for the different 
classifications can be attributed to the three factors mentioned above.  
Activity level comparison 
For the Low Pointers, they on average have higher amounts of High Power Pushing compared 
to the other two classifications. This is because their single push may not be as powerful as the 
High and Mid Pointers, and so they need to push a lot more to keep their wheelchairs moving. 
They also have on average the lowest amount of High Speed Coasting. Similarly, because they 
do not reach as high speeds as the High and Mid Pointers, their coast down periods will be 
relatively shorter. On top of that, their wheelchairs which are designed for stability with a 
bigger wheel base have higher rolling resistance which contributes to shorter coast downs. 
On the other hand, the Mid Pointers typically play a mix of defensive and offensive roles. They 
are slightly more mobile than the Low Pointers; so if the Low Pointers are unsuccessful at 
blocking or locking the opponents with their pickbar (Figure 7.2), the Mid-Pointers would 
attempt to chase the opponents and block them. This could lead to higher Extreme Collisions 
compared to the Low Pointers who uses locking tactics during defense. 
The High Pointers are mainly in the offensive or ball handling role. Occasionally they take up 
defensive roles depending on their position and situation. But typically, they try to maneuver 
away from opponents when they are trying to score and will avoid collisions or blockages. It 
was observed that the High Pointer in this study had higher amounts of High speed pushings 
compared to High speed coast downs. Whereas the Mid Pointers have quite similar levels of 
High speed pushing and coast downs. This could be due to the High Pointer having to make 
quick maneuvers or stoppages to avoid opponents instead of allowing the wheelchair to roll. So 
likewise, the higher amount of Low Activity in the High Pointer (Compared to the Mid Pointers) 
could be attributed to turning and maneuvering actions that have lower forward accelerations 
(amplitude and frequency). 
Decision template trend 
The combined application of S0 and DH for identifying the five ranked activities was proven 
successful. Since the Decision Template was determined for each athlete individually, the 
amount of each ranked activity that was determined using the template did not reflect the 
intensity or effort put in by the athlete for that activity. So the High speed pushing of a High 
Pointer may be faster than a Mid Pointer’s but the ranked activities were all normalized. 
However a comparison of the Decision Templates (Figure 6.7) did reveal a linear trend with 
functional classification. This is consistent with the study by Sarro et al. (2010b) which found a 
strong correlation between the functional classification of wheelchair rugby athletes and the 
distances covered during a match especially at higher velocities. 
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Performance and Activity Curves 
It was presented earlier that the Performance Curve which is based on running average S0 
values represents the energy released by the athlete into the environment, while the Activity 
Curve is related to the activity performed by the athlete and push pattern. Referring to Figure 
7.4, which is a 2D mapping of activities and Decision Template belonging to the High Pointer, 
Boundary line A separated Rank 1, 2 and 3 activities from rank 4 and 5 activities. It was clearly a 
separation between low energy activities from high energy activities, which is what S0 
represented. Then Boundary lines B and C separated the type of low energy activities, while 
Boundary line D separated the two different high energy activities. In this case, DH was able to 
separate different types of activities, but not on its own. Other than ‘No Activity’ which is at the 
bottom of Boundary line B, DH alone could not separate the other activities. So DH represents 
something else other than just Activity type.  
 
Figure 7.3 - 2D mapping of activities and Decision Template 
 
Referring back to Section 6.5, in the analysis of Match 6, the match between the Blue Team and 
the Black Team; the Performance Curve (Figure 6.22, Left) showed that all three athletes (2 
from the Blue Team and 1 from the Black Team) had comparable performance, while the 
Activity Curve (Figure 6.22, Right) showed that MP1, the Black Team athlete rated highest. The 
final outcome of the match where the Black Team won by 10 points, was in line with the 
Activity Curve result. The Activity Curves of Match 4 and 5 also coincided with the final match 
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outcomes. Therefore other than being a component of 2D mapping of different ranked 
activities, DH does have some correlation with performance related parameters. 
7.4 Relevance to the coach 
Strategizing or Match planning  
The Performance Curve informs the coach of how much energy each athlete is able to generate 
and release throughout each match quarter and how long an athlete is able to maintain a 
certain amount of high energy output (e.g. HP1 can maintain up to 80% S0 for up to 40% of the 
average match quarter, Fig 6.4). So if the coach wants the team to keep competing above 80% 
S0, he should substitute HP1 after 40% of a match quarter (or after 3 minutes and 12 seconds) 
with another athlete. The Activity Curve can be applied in the same manner. 
Talent Identification 
The decision template derived for each athlete (Section 6.4) showed that there is a relation in 
classification, skill (competitive level) and the values of the decision template. This can be a 
useful tool for identifying talent (TID). So for example if an athlete is only playing at the state 
league or state level competition, but his/her decision template is as high as athletes playing in 
the national league or Paralympic games, it means he/she has the potential to play at a higher 
level and should be selected to train with the higher level teams. 
Match Analysis with Activity ranking 
The most obvious statistic after a match is the score. But the score of the match does not tell 
whether each athlete was playing well or not. A coach can use video analysis software to tag 
the instances in the video where actions were positive (led to a score or blocked an opponent’s 
score) or the opposite. Activity ranking gives the coach even more insight to the overall 
activities of an athlete during a match quarter – what distribution of activities among the 
athletes led to a win or a loss. For example, in comparing match 5 and 6 data (Section 6.5), the 
Blue team won match 5 against Green team but lost match 6 against Black team. The Mid-
pointers of the Green team and Black team (MP2 and MP1) who played the same role in their 
team were analysed and compared. The comparison outcome showed that MP1 produced 
more Extreme collisions, High speed pushing and High speed coast downs than MP2, and at the 
same time less Low activities and No activities than MP2. This could be one of the contributing 
factors to Black team winning in match 6. 
7.5 A note on the cumulative plot 
The Performance and Activity Curves were cumulative plots determined from probability 
density functions of the continuous S0 and DH data (as discussed in section 4.3). The application 
of cumulative plots for profiling is not new in engineering. In surface mechanics, the Abbott-
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Firestone curve is applied in a similar fashion (Fig 7.4). First the texture of a surface is measured 
by a profilometer; then the distribution of the deviations from a mean (straight line) is used to 
form a cumulative plot which is the Abbott-Firestone curve. It is used to characterize the 
roughness of surfaces and this information is particularly useful for designing proper sealing in 
piston cylinders (Heney, 2011).  
 
Figure 7.4 – Abott Firestone curve (most right) derived from the roughness profile of a surface 
(Johnson, 1987) 
 
7.6 Summary 
Fractal dimensions have been applied to time based signals in different fields to distinguish 
characteristics in the signals that conventional analysis methods have been unable to 
accomplish. However it is the first time that fractal dimensions determined using two different 
methods were used in a complementary way to identify different types of activities in sports. 
Although the iPod was the choice for acquiring acceleration data in this study, any other 
accelerometer device can effectively be used if the input parameters were optimized according 
to the process outlined above. 
Application of the cumulative plot is not new in engineering applications and one known use of 
it is a surface roughness evaluation tool known as the Abbott-Firestone Curve. But when 
applied to continuous S0 and DH data, the cumulative plots form the Performance and Activity 
Curves respectively. 
Prior to this study, two methods were used to acquire kinematic data of wheelchair rugby 
athletes during a match – a miniature data logger (MDL) (Sporner et al., 2009) and a video 
software tracking method (Sarro et al., 2010a, Sarro et al., 2010b). Sporner et al. (2009) found 
that the High Pointers had higher average speeds than the rest, which was consistent with the 
overall Performance Curve (S0) of the three different classifications where the High Pointer had 
the best performance. Although DH did not have a direct relation with wheelchair push patterns 
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or wheelchair rugby activities, the Activity Curve based on DH did displayed a strong relation 
with performance related parameters. Furthermore the outcome of the match comparisons 
between opponents in Section 6.5 showed that athletes from the winning teams had more 
convex Performance and Activity Curves (which coincided with better performance) thus 
further supporting their applicability as performance measuring tools. 
The activities ranking outcome that was identified using the 2D mapping of S0 and DH was not 
only highly accurate (95%), it related strongly with the three different functional classifications 
of the wheelchair rugby athletes and how they perform based on their functional abilities, skills 
and wheelchair design. 
Finally the analysis methods developed in this study – the Performance and Activity Curves, the 
Decision Templates and Activities ranking can all serve as practical coaching tools for 
strategizing, talent identification as well as post match analysis. 
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8. Conclusion 
8.1 Overview 
In wheelchair rugby, the ability to accelerate from standstill is far more important than 
sprinting (Vanlandewijck et al., 2001). A study by Usma-Alvarez et al. (2010b) also found that 
the two parameters rated highest by elite high and mid-pointer wheelchair rugby athletes were 
acceleration from stand still and maneuverability. However for the purpose of match analysis, 
acceleration data alone do not reveal much about the athletes’ or team’s performance.  
Using fractal dimensions of forward/backward acceleration data, a reliable wheelchair rugby 
activity identification method has been developed and optimized that can quantify the amount 
of key activities an athlete performs during a match quarter. The activity identification was 
achieved by applying boundary conditions on continuous S0 and DH data; and graphically, 
activities were identified using 2D mapping of S0 vs DH plots. Individually, S0 and DH data for 
each match quarter was processed to form cumulative plots that represent Performance and 
Activity Curves respectively. Although the number of athletes tested in this study was not large 
enough for a statistical analysis, the data presented here agrees with previous studies of speeds 
and distance traveled by wheelchair rugby athletes of different classifications. Some key 
findings will be presented here. 
Further development of mobile applications for S0 and DH calculations will present future 
opportunities to obtain more match activity data for analysis and validation. Other potential 
improvements and developments will be discussed in this chapter and this will be followed by a 
final summary for this study. 
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8.2 Key Results 
Firstly, Performance Curves and Activity Curves are useful for identifying level of performance 
and activity across the duration of each match quarter. They also showed strong relation with 
performance parameters, with higher values equating to better performance. This was 
supported by the match scores in the match analysis with opponents. Although S0 and DH 
showed a strong connection with performance, they reflect different aspects of performance as 
shown in Figure 7.3.  
Secondly, combining S0 and DH proved to be a very accurate and practical method of identifying 
key activities in a wheelchair rugby match (Activities Ranking). Verification with acceleration 
data and video footage showed that the activity identification was accurate up to 95%. In terms 
of analyzing the activities between the different athletes, it was also found that athletes of 
different functional classification tend to have more of certain activities and less of the other. 
This was evident in all three classifications (see Figure 6.25). Although currently there are only 
five key activities being identified, this could be improved in the future which will be discussed 
in the following section.  
Thirdly, in the process of determining Activities Ranking of the athletes, individual Decision 
Templates had to be determined for each athlete. The Decision Template values of the athletes 
revealed a trend whereby athletes of higher classification had higher Decision Template values 
and athletes playing at a higher competitive level also tend to have higher Decision Template 
values. So the Decision Template values could possibly serve as a skill ranking system.  
 
8.3 Potential Improvements and Future Developments 
Including Gyro Data from iPods for identifying maneuvers 
Five key activities were identified in this study and ranked from 1 to 5 with increasing intensity: 
1) No Activity, 2) Low Activity, 3) High speed coast down, 4) High speed pushing and 5) Extreme 
collisions. These five activities were identified based on forward and backward accelerations of 
the wheelchair athlete system using the Apple iPod. However, if angular velocity data from 
gyroscopes is included in the analysis, high speed and low speed turns can also be identified in 
a wheelchair rugby match. 
For example in Figure 8.1, High speed maneuvers can be identified when High speed pushing 
(Rank 4) had been identified and there was high angular velocity; likewise, Low speed 
maneuvers can also be identified when Low activity (Rank 2) had been identified and there was 
also a substantial amount of angular velocity. 
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Figure 8.1 – Using gyroscope data from iPod to identify maneuvers 
This will be useful especially for the High and Mid Pointers who do a lot of high and low speed 
maneuvering during a match to avoid opponents and bring the ball closer to the goal. The 
Decision Template developed in this study grouped the lower speed maneuverings as Low 
activity which is not the most accurate. Having additional maneuvering activity identification 
will add more clarity to an athlete’s activity tracking. 
 
Mobile app development 
An advantage of using the iPod for capturing data is that it has the capability to store and 
process the raw kinematic data. This means, instead of having to download the raw 
acceleration data and calculate S0 and DH on the computer, an application can be written for 
the iPod to perform the S0 and DH calculation on the device and even plot out Performance and 
Activity Curves. Then by allowing the athlete or coach to key in Boundary values for the 
Decision Templates, the amount of ranked activities can also be determined. This then opens 
up the possibility for collecting data from a larger group of wheelchair athletes and further 
validating the correlations between S0 and DH and the different classifications, and could also 
support game efficiency studies such as the one conducted by Morgulec-Adamowicz et al. 
(2010).  
Application in health and other sports activities 
Although this thesis was focused of wheelchair rugby match analysis, the methods that have 
been developed can be applied in other similar areas. Activity trackers are becoming more and 
more common from clip-on devices to wrist bands (Figure 8.2); however these are targeted 
towards able-bodied users. Everyday wheelchair users could benefit from an activity tracking 
High speed maneuvers 
Low speed maneuvers 
Direction of turns 
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device that is focused on wheelchair propulsion thus encouraging them to maintain an active 
lifestyle. 
 
Figure 8.2 – Activity tracking devices; Anticlockwise from top right: Jawbone Up, Nike Fuelband, Fitbit, 
Omron Pedometer. 
Wheelchair basketball is another popular court based wheelchair sport similar to wheelchair 
rugby. It is an equally fast paced if not faster team sport where collisions are also common. The 
main difference is that wheelchair basketballers have more trunk movements, so there is a lot 
more ball handling and scoring requires shooting the ball just like the able-bodied equivalent 
sport. Nevertheless, all the fast paced wheelchair activities are similar and match analysis of 
wheelchair basketball using kinematic parameters is still limited to average distance covered 
and average velocities (Sporner et al., 2009). 
Another sport that is similar to court-based wheelchair sports is canoe polo or known in some 
countries as kayak polo. Canoe polo is played in a rectangular enclosure of water similar to a 
court, with five athletes on each side trying to score by throwing a ball into a goal. The winning 
team is the one with the higher score. The kayak is the vehicle that allows the athlete to move 
around the ‘court’ which makes it similar to wheelchair rugby or basketball, where the athletes 
move around in their wheelchair. Other similar characteristics of canoe polo include it being a 
fast pace game, athletes’ movements are heavily reliant on upper body strength and there are 
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collisions between athletes. One main consideration for using a sensor to track canoe polo 
activity is water proofing the sensor.  
 
Figure 8.3 – Possible sports applications of activity identification method. Left: wheelchair basketball; 
Right: canoe polo. 
 
8.4 Final summary 
A practical and novel application of fractal dimensions in wheelchair sports has been presented 
in this thesis.  This was based on two different methods of obtaining fractal dimensions of 
forward/backward accelerations – one was based on Renyi’s entropy and probability 
distribution (S0), while the other was based on Hausdorff’s dimension (DH). Individually, S0 and 
DH showed a correlation with manual wheelchair push patterns of varying acceleration 
amplitude and frequency.  
Using a sliding window width, a running average or continuous S0 and DH can be calculated for a 
wheelchair athlete’s forward/backward acceleration signal. Then determining probability 
density of S0 and DH data from each match quarter and plotting cumulative curves, the 
Performance and Activity Curves were established. S0 which is used for quantifying the energy 
state of a system, is in this case can quantify the athlete’s performance. Although DH showed 
some correlation with performance related parameters like an overall win in a match, it does 
not correlate directly with any conventional performance parameters. More match data will be 
required to find that correlation. 
When plotted against each other (S0 vs DH), they provided a new tool (Decision Template) for 
mapping out different wheelchair rugby activities. S0 differentiated between the high-energy 
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activities from the low energy activities, while DH provided the separation between types of 
activities in each group. The mapping tool or Decision Template for activity identification had to 
be customized for different wheelchair rugby athletes because of their different functional 
classifications (Low Pointers to High Pointers) and different competitive levels (State level to 
International level).  As a result, a general trend was observed with the High Pointers having 
higher Decision Template values, followed by the Mid Pointers and the Low Pointers. 
The values of S0 and DH is affected by several input parameters, from the resolution of the 
accelerometer data and sensor sampling rate, to bin size which affects S0 calculation, window 
width size which affects combined S0 and DH application and lastly amplitude multiplier value 
for optimum DH (Table 8.1). Optimizing these input parameters were critical for producing 
useful S0 and DH values for the purpose of activity identification using the Decision Template 
and proper representation of performance and activities using the Performance and Activity 
Curves. In the end, the Decision Template was 95.95% accurate in identifying the five ranked 
activities. 
Table 8.1 – Input parameters and how they affect S0 and DH values 
Input Parameters Optimized Parameters 
Bin size for calculating S0  Max S0 range of values 
Sampling Rate  Max area of coverage in S0 vs DH plot 
 Min number of boundary lines required in 
Decision Template 
Window width size  Stable % change in level of ranked activities 
Amplitude multiplier value  Max DH range 
 Optimal distribution of DH values for 
distinguishing the different ranked activities. 
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Finally, the application of fractal dimensions in wheelchair rugby has produced tools 
(Performance and Activity Curves, Decision Template and Activities Ranking) that are useful to 
the coach for identifying talent, match planning and post-match analysis. However some of 
these tools can be improved further by identifying more key activities. One possible way of 
doing that is by including gyroscope data to identify maneuvers performed by the athletes. Also, 
developing an iPod application for calculating and processing S0 and DH right after a match will 
definitely make it more convenient for collecting data from a larger population and facilitate 
future studies. Then the method of identifying activity using fractal dimensions of acceleration 
data can also be applied to regular wheelchair users, wheelchair basketball or even canoe polo 
which has similar characteristics to wheelchair rugby.  
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